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Preface

Over the years, problem solving has emerged as one of the major con-
cerns at all levels of school mathematics. In fact, the National

Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM) points out that “learning
to solve problems is the principal reason for studying mathematics”
(NCSM 1977, 1). In more recent years, the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM), in its Principles and Standards for School Mathematics,
notes that in the upper elementary grades, “The goal of school mathemat-
ics should be for all students to become increasingly able and willing to
engage with and solve problems” (NCTM 2000, 182). We are in complete
agreement! In fact, we would go one step further—we feel that problem
solving is not only a skill to be engaged in mathematics, but also a skill that
will be carried over to everyday issues and serve a person well through-
out life.
In many cases, students seem to feel that a mathematics problem can

be solved in only one way, specific to the type of problem being taught (i.e.,
age problems, motion problems, mixture problems, and so on). Students
often feel that some computational procedure or formula is the only
approach that will work.Where does this misconception come from?
In fact, it is often the teachers themselves who are not aware of the

many problem-solving strategies that can be used to provide efficient and
elegant solutions to many problems. As Cindy, a prospective elementary
school teacher, puts it,

One thing I realized was that in high school we never learned the
theories behind our arithmetic. We just used the formulas and car-
ried out the problem solving. For instance, the way I learned per-
mutations was just to use the factorial of the number and carry out
the multiplication. (Ball 1988, 10)

Cindy and her peers unconsciously convey to their students the notion
that problems can be solved using only one particular computational
approach. Although we would agree that the standard algorithms are
powerful tools, unless students can solve problems, such tools are of little
use (NCTM 2000). This book is a result of our many years of efforts to



make teachers and students aware of this most important aspect of teach-
ing mathematics. The book is designed for the classroom teacher who has
a sincere desire to help students succeed as problem solvers both in math-
ematics and beyond. This is not to say that the book cannot be used by
students directly; quite the contrary! However, its tone is directed to the
teacher, who “can help students become problem solvers by selecting rich
and appropriate problems, orchestrating their use, and assessing students’
understanding and use of strategies” (NCTM 2000, 185).
In this book, we examine a number of the strategies that are widely

used in problem solving, in both mathematics and real-life situations. In
the mathematics classroom, these strategies provide an alternate plan for
resolving many problem situations that arise within the curriculum. We
have selected, within grade bands, several examples to illustrate each
strategy, realizing that teachers will wish to apply these strategies to their
regular instructional program. To do this, we recommend a careful review
and study of the examples provided for each strategy so that the strategy
eventually becomes a genuine part of the teacher’s thinking processes or,
one might say, a part of his or her arsenal of problem-solving tools.
Although it is true that many of these examples can be solved using

some formula, such a purely mechanical approach often masks some of the
efficiency, beauty, and elegance of the mathematics. In many cases, the
problem-solving strategies presented make the solution of a problemmuch
easier, much neater, much more understandable, and thereby enjoyable!
Throughout the book, we try to show how each of these strategies

occurs and ought to be used consciously in real-life situations. Many
people already make use of these strategies without realizing it. This carry-
over into life outside of the school adds importance to the mathematics our
students study and ultimately will improve their everyday performance.
We believe that you and your students alike can profit from a careful read-
ing of (and working along with) this book. As you examine each problem,
take the time to solve it in any way you wish, or perhaps in a variety of
ways. Compare your solutions to those provided. (Naturally, we welcome
any clever alternatives to those in the book.) Most importantly, try to
absorb the impact of the application of the problem-solving strategies and
how they contribute to the beauty and power of mathematics. All the
better if you can carry over this motivated feeling to your students.
Understand our feeling that problem solving must be the cornerstone

of any successful mathematics program. Then try to infuse this same
enthusiastic feeling and attitude in your daily teaching. This concentrated
effort will make you a better problem solver and in turn help your
students to become better problem solvers also. Not only will their attitude
toward mathematics improve, so will their skills and abilities. This is our
ultimate goal.
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1
An Introduction to
Problem Solving

Problem solving has been an integral part of mathematics throughout
recorded history. Over the past half century, there have been many

vacillating agendas that have driven state curricula and ultimately the
instruction of mathematics throughout the United States. Although many
books have been written to address this all-important aspect of mathe-
matics instruction over the past decades, the topic was not formally
addressed until 1977, when the National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics (NCSM) pointed out that “learning to solve problems is the
principal reason for studying mathematics” (NCSM 1977, 1). This marked
the beginning of the problem-solving movement in school mathematics in
the United States. More recently, the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM), in their Professional Standards for Teaching
Mathematics, stated that “Problem solving, reasoning and communication
are processes that should pervade all mathematics instruction and should
be modeled by teachers” (NCTM 1991, 95). Even earlier, in 1980, in its
Agenda for Action, the NCTM stated that “Problem solving must be the
focus of the curriculum” (NCTM 1980, 1). These comments are as valid
today as they were then. In fact, what has changed is the approach to prob-
lem solving, not only as a separate topic of instruction, but also as a vehi-
cle for teaching the skills and concepts of mathematics.
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Today, problem solving is no longer merely another movement among
the many that have appeared and disappeared in mathematics education.
Rather, problem solving has now been accepted by most teachers as an
integral part of their mathematics curriculum that must be taught along-
side the arithmetic skills that are so necessary for success in school and in
real life afterwards. In fact, problem solving provides the reason for teach-
ing the skills of arithmetic.

Before we discuss problem solving, let’s examine just what we mean
by a “problem.” A problem is a situation that confronts the learner, that
requires resolution, and for which the path to the answer is not immedi-
ately known. It is this very definition of a problem that reduces many of
the “word problems” teachers do from “problems” to mere “exercises.”
Teachers often group problems by types, and demonstrate to the class how
to approach them. These might include problems dealing with uniform
motion, age, mixture, percent, and so on. Usually, students are shown how
to do one of these problems and told that the others are very similar and
should be done the same way, albeit with different numbers! These we
shall refer to as “exercises” rather than problems, because recognition of
the type of problem immediately provides the learner with the path (or
method) for arriving at the correct answer. Little thinking on the part of the
students is required; rather, all they need do is recognize the type of prob-
lem and recall what the teacher’s approach had been. Unfortunately, if the
specific type of problem has not been taught, the children are often baffled,
because they have not learned the new and different type of exercise.
Although the problems in this book have been grouped by strategy for
convenience, one should take note that once a strategy has been learned, it
can then be applied to a variety of situations. Strategies are generic; they
can be applied widely—exercise “types” cannot.

Now that we know what constitutes a problem, let’s look at problem
solving. Problem solving can be thought of in several different ways. First
of all, problem solving may be considered a topic of instruction. That is,
problem solving is a subject in the mathematics curriculum that must be
taught to the children in the same way that multiplication, long division,
percents, and so on, are taught. It can’t be learned incidentally; it must be
stressed and carefully taught! Second, problem solving may also be consid-
ered a mode of instruction. We can teach our mathematics classes using
problem solving as the underlying thread to unite all the mathematics we
teach. Problem solving provides a rationale for teaching the skills of arith-
metic. Finally, problem solving is a way of thinking. That is, students
cannot expect to learn to be problem solvers without careful structure of the
process. Although some students intuitively may be good problem solvers,
most of our students must be taught how to think, how to reason, and how
to problem solve.

The way students approach problems will vary from child to child.
However, one thing is clear. They will most often approach a problem



based upon their backgrounds and experiences. This can range from recog-
nizing a problem as similar to one previously seen in class, or to taking on
homework exercises similar to those discussed in class that day. In most
cases, the student is not doing any problem solving, any reasoning, or any
thinking. The student is simply mimicking (or copying) the skills learned
earlier in class. If they do not recognize the type of problem (exercise), they
may just sit back and be baffled. Students must be given the appropriate
background, instruction, and support if they are to become effective prob-
lem solvers. They must learn how to solve problems and practice this
sometimes elusive skill.

It is our goal in this book to make teachers aware of the ways that dif-
ferent problem-solving strategies can be used to provide elegant and effi-
cient solutions to problems. Sometimes, teachers unwittingly convey to
their students that there is one and only one way to solve a problem. The
teacher may discourage the students from trying different strategies to
solve problems, or may insist upon a unique strategy when approaching a
problem. If the children are to become problem solvers, then the classroom
must be a nonthreatening environment. Students must be free to express
themselves and to try what they think is the way they wish to solve the
problem, even if the approach leads to a dead end. The answer is not as
important as the solution process used to obtain that answer.

One fact that teachers comment on, over and over, is the lack of a
single resource containing sufficient problems to enable them to teach the
strategies of problem solving. In fact, some teachers at the upper elemen-
tary school level are not even aware of the strategies that exist. They may
recognize a few strategies from the textbook they use in class, but they are
not aware of the existence of some of the other strategies that will be dis-
cussed in this book. The book is designed for the upper elementary school
teacher who has a sincere desire to help his or her students succeed as
problem solvers. It is divided up into chapters, each devoted to a specific
strategy widely used in problem solving. The strategies are presented and
applied to many problems so that you can more easily present the strate-
gies to your students. Select the problems that are appropriate for your
students’ age and mathematical maturity. Use them as vehicles to teach
the strategies of problem solving in your mathematics class. They are an
excellent supplement to the problems and strategies that you will find in
your textbook.

PROBLEM SOLVING ON ASSESSMENT TESTS

Most states are now requiring students to solve problems on the state
mathematics tests. In addition to testing the children’s abilities to mas-
ter the basic skills of arithmetic, the test makers are placing a great
emphasis on problem solving. Open-ended problems that do not have a
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single definite answer challenge the children to adapt their own knowl-
edge and experiences to help solve the problems. Rubrics are designed
to accurately score the student responses and provide guidance to
teachers to help students become better reasoners, thinkers, and prob-
lem solvers. The students are confronted with problems that require
careful thought and reasoning, but also a knowledge of the strategies to
be used to solve the problems. There is, additionally, a heavy emphasis
on having the students write a careful explanation of what they did and
why they did it.

THE HEURISTICS OF PROBLEM SOLVING

In 1945, George Polya published a book titled How to Solve It. This book
was the forerunner of the problem-solving movement long before it actu-
ally started. In this book, Polya discussed the use of “heuristics” as a plan
for solving problems. Heuristics is the process by which a problem solver
attempts various approaches to find the solution to a problem. His
heuristic model contained four steps. The student must first read the
problem and think about it. He or she must carefully identify what infor-
mation is given and what is to be found. Excess information is elimi-
nated. Next, the student decides upon a plan. A strategy is suggested to
be used to solve the problem. In the third stage, the student applies the
strategy that was selected and tries to solve the problem, so as to arrive
at the correct answer. In the fourth and final step, the student looks back
at his or her solution and answer to make certain that his or her work is
correct and that the question asked has, indeed, been answered correctly.
It is this four-step plan that is the basis for the heuristic plans in most
textbooks today, regardless of the names given to the steps or even the
number of steps suggested.

Notice that a heuristic plan is quite different from an algorithm. If a
student recognizes the appropriate algorithm and applies it correctly, he or
she is guaranteed to arrive at the correct answer. Because a heuristic plan
is only a model or guide, it can be applied correctly without guaranteeing
the correct answer. However, the heuristic model does provide a guide for
solving problems in general.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

This book has been designed as a resource for the teacher of the upper ele-
mentary school grades (3–6). Problem solving should play a major role in
all mathematics instruction. When we teach children to be problem solvers,
we are teaching them to think and to reason, skills that will be critical for
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their entire lives—even beyond mathematics! And, if we are to succeed in
teaching them to think, they need something about which to think.
Problems provide this “something.” We know that some teachers in the
elementary school do not have an adequate source of problems to illustrate
each of the problem-solving strategies. In most cases, you are limited to the
problems that are provided in the class textbook. If students do not learn
a particular strategy on the first or second attempt, the opportunity to
reteach the strategy may not occur again in the book. We hope this book
will remedy this dilemma.

Begin by reading through this book. Each chapter beginswith a problem—
posed for the teacher—that is representative of the particular strategy to be
discussed. Take your time working out the problem, and then compare
your solution with that suggested. Take some time to work out several of
the problems intended for the students. Then compare your solutions with
those suggested. Read the section titled Teaching Notes. When you feel
comfortable, use these problems to teach this strategy to your students.
Teachers typically learn a subject thoroughly when they teach it! Be ready
to accept any suggestions made by the children. Carry out their suggestions
to see if they provide an alternate solution to the problem, or merely lead
to a dead end. In either case, valuable mathematics will be learned by the
children. Notice that we refer to “answer” and “solution” as different. The
solution is the entire process from the original encounter with the problem
to the very end. The answer is the end product of the solution. As we have
stated before, the answer must be correct, but we must put more impor-
tance on the process that was used to arrive at the answer.

PROBLEM DECKS

You should begin to create a math-problem set of cards (say, 5" × 9"). Every
time you encounter a math problem that is appropriate for your students,
write it on a card together with its solution and answer. On the back of the
card, you might put the strategy or strategies used to solve the problem,
together with the mathematics topic needed to solve the problem, or
where it might fit in your curriculum. Feel free to copy problems directly
from this book; they will provide an excellent starter set of problems. Keep
adding to your set of cards whenever you encounter a problem you feel is
appropriate for your students.

Some teachers may prefer to develop their problem deck on their com-
puter. That is, they set up a series of folders of strategies, and each time
place the problem where it is most appropriate. Provide the same infor-
mation on this electronic math-problem set as you would on the cards. In
any case, whenever you need a problem, take it from your deck and use it
with the students.

5An Introduction to Problem Solving



THE STRATEGIES OF PROBLEM SOLVING

We have divided the rest of the book into nine strategies. Each chapter is
devoted to an individual strategy, with many problems designed to illus-
trate how the strategy is applied. Here is the list of strategies:

• Organizing the Data
� Creating a List
� Making a Table

• Intelligent Guessing and Testing
• Solving a Simpler, Equivalent Problem
• Acting It Out/Simulating the Action
• Working Backwards
• Finding a Pattern
• Logical Reasoning
• Making a Drawing
• Adopting a Different Point of View

Your own textbook may have some or all of these strategies included.
Not all of the strategies are appropriate for every grade or even for every
student within a given grade. Youmust decide what is appropriate for your
students and act accordingly. Youmight decide to modify a particular prob-
lem by making the numbers simpler or asking for only part of the problem.
This is up to you—no one knows your students better than you do!

6 Problem Solving in Mathematics, Grades 3–6
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2
Organizing Data

Organizing data is an important step in analyzing any set of data.
Sometimes, the data is numerical (as we would expect), and other

times, it might be of a more visual nature. For example, consider the prob-
lem of determining the shortest route to take from a given point to a des-
tination. The way in which we list the routes—organizing them by order
of proximity—can be a significant factor in selecting the best route. In
mathematics, some problems present an excessive amount of data. How
this data gets organized can often determine whether or not the problem
can be solved. A table is one way to organize the data in a problem. In
many problems involving the guess-and-test strategy, for example, a table
provides an excellent way of keeping track of the data and determining
whether the next guess should be a larger or smaller one. An organized list
is often used instead of a table, and may be a bit less formal. Both the list
and the table perform the same function—that is, they are used to keep
track of data in the problem and lead the way to its solution. In some prob-
lems, the list itself may be the answer to the question that was asked.

APPLYING THE ORGANIZING DATA STRATEGY

Consider the following problem:

David and Lisa are in a charity tennis tournament at the local tennis
club. The first player to win either two consecutive games or a total
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of three games wins the match. In how many different ways can
their match be played?

We can begin to resolve this problem by writing out all the possible
scenarios. That is, suppose Lisa wins the first game, loses the second, wins
the third, and wins the fourth. Alternatively, David might win the first
game, lose the second, win the third, win the fourth, and so on. Obviously,
there are too many ways to ensure that we’ll have them all.

At first, there seem to be too many different ways to count. However,
let’s organize the data in a careful manner by making an exhaustive list of
the possibilities. The first half of the list contains all winning situations
when Lisa wins the first game. The second half of the list contains all the
winning situations when David wins the first game.

Lisa—1st game David—1st game

LL DD

LDD DLL

LDLL DLDD

LDLDL DLDLD

LDLDD DLDLL

Thus, there are ten possible ways the match can be played.

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

Students do not necessarily arrive in your classroom possessing an ability
to effectively organize data so as to solve problems. Such students—the
large majority—initially may be confused and bewildered when faced
with many of the problems we have posed in this chapter. Not knowing
where or how to start, they may decide to guess randomly. Rather than
systematically recording relevant data in an appropriate list or table, they
may simulate independent and disconnected solutions with blocks, coins,
or other manipulatives. Unfortunately, although such simulation might
eventually result in a complete solution, its very lack of systematic think-
ing provides little assurance. The ability to organize data for problem solv-
ing is something you need to teach and your students need to practice and
learn. These problems should provide relevant exercise. Nonetheless,
there is substantial teaching involved. Without going into details—this is,
after all, a book on problem solving—we note that students need to know
how to create tables: what categories to record and how many, for example,
trial solutions. Students need to know how to read tables: how to identify



and interpret patterns and relationships; how to pick out the correct answer;
and, keeping in mind the nature of problem solving, whether organizing
data is an appropriate solution technique.

These are not things to be taught independently of the problems in this
chapter, but are to be taught in conjunction. These practices can be mod-
eled, discussed, and critiqued, and each of these problems modeled and
discussed. Students need to understand and appreciate the power and
elegance such strategies provide when data is thoughtfully and systemat-
ically organized and interpreted.

PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 2.1 (Grades 4–6)

Jean has 55 blocks to stack in a triangle display in the store window. She would like
the top of the triangular display to have one block, the one below it to have two
blocks, the one below that to have three blocks, and so on. Is it possible to make
such a triangle with all 55 blocks, and if so, how many rows will the triangle have?

Solution: Let’s begin at the top of our triangle with one block and continue
along until all 55 blocks are used. This can be best done by setting up a
table to record the progress of this reverse building.
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Row Number Number of Blocks in Row Total Number of Blocks Used

1 1 1

2 2 3

3 3 6

4 4 10

5 5 15

6 6 21

7 7 28

8 8 36

9 9 45

10 10 55

From the table, we can see that after 10 rows, we used 55 blocks.

Answer: It can be done, and it would require 10 rows to use exactly 55 blocks.
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Problem 2.2 (Grades 5–7)

December 12 and December 24 are interesting dates because they are multiples of
12, and December is the 12th month of the year. How many days in a non-leap year
are multiples of their month-number?

Solution: To find the dates that are multiples of their month-number we
can make an organized list to have a better overview of the pattern. In
order to solve this problem, we need to list the month and its number and
then the dates that are the multiples of that number.

Month Month # Multiples Number of Multiples

January 1 all 31

February 2 even dates 14

March 3 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30 10

April 4 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 7

May 5 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 6

June 6 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 5

July 7 7, 14, 21, 28 4

August 8 8, 16, 24 3

September 9 9, 18, 27 3

October 10 10, 20, 30 3

November 11 11, 22 2

December 12 12, 24 2

We can add the number of multiples to find our answer. This problem
might serve well to lead to a discussion on multiples and factors.

Answer: There are 90 days that are multiples of their month-number.



Problem 2.3 (Grades 5–7)

Tomorrow is the first day of school, and Lana is choosing her outfit to wear. She has
black and green slacks; 3 blouses (red, flowers, plaid); and 2 sweaters (beige and
cream). How many different outfits can she make consisting of one pair of slacks,
one blouse, and one sweater?

Solution: There are a lot of possibilities. Let’s list the outfits she might
choose. Be certain to make the list organized so we can be sure we have all
the possibilities.

11Organizing Data

The organized list includes all the possible outfits she might select and
suggests another solution from which some students might benefit. They
can see from the list that for the black slacks there are three possible
blouses, and for each blouse there are two possible sweaters. This means
there are 3 × 2 = 6 possible combinations for the black slacks. Because there
are two types of slacks (black and green), we double the number of com-
binations to get 12.

Answer: She has 12 outfits from which to choose.

Slacks Blouse Sweater

Black Red Beige

Black Red Cream

Black Flowers Beige

Black Flowers Cream

Black Plaid Beige

Black Plaid Cream

Green Red Beige

Green Red Cream

Green Flowers Beige

Green Flowers Cream

Green Plaid Beige

Green Plaid Cream



Problem 2.4 (Grades 5–7)

The lunch menu for Monday is Mexican. They will serve three kinds of burritos:
chicken, beef, or vegetarian. You can choose either a flour or a corn tortilla.You can
also decide whether to have hot sauce or not. How many different combinations
are there from which to choose?

Solution: This problem is similar to the previous one. Let’s make an orga-
nized list to be certain we include all the possibilities. Start with the filling,
then the tortilla, and finally sauce or not.
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These are all the possible combinations we can make. Notice how the
list is organized to ensure all combinations.

Answer: There are 12 different combinations from which to select.

Filling Tortilla Sauce

Beef Corn Yes

Beef Corn No

Beef Flour Yes

Beef Flour No

Chicken Corn Yes

Chicken Corn No

Chicken Flour Yes

Chicken Flour No

Vegetarian Corn Yes

Vegetarian Corn No

Vegetarian Flour Yes

Vegetarian Flour No



Problem 2.5 (Grades 3–5)

You have a lot of dimes, nickels, and pennies in your pocket.You reach in and pull
out three of the coins without looking.What are the different amounts of money
you could have taken from your pocket?

Solution: Let’s make an organized list. Be sure to include all possible com-
binations of coins. One solution is to start with the maximum number of
dimes, and then reduce the number of dimes by 1 after all possible combi-
nations for that number of dimes have been listed.

13Organizing Data

Check to make sure all the amounts are different. In this problem, the
list is the actual answer.

Answer: There are 10 different sums you could make with three coins. The
answers are 30¢, 25¢, 21¢, 20¢, 16¢, 12¢, 15¢, 11¢, 7¢, and 3¢.

Dimes Nickels Pennies

3 0 0 = 30¢

2 1 0 = 25¢

2 0 1 = 21¢

1 2 0 = 20¢

1 1 1 = 16¢

1 0 2 = 12¢

0 3 0 = 15¢

0 2 1 = 11¢

0 1 2 = 7¢

0 0 3 = 3¢



Problem 2.6 (Grades 3–5)

Harlow, Indira, Jessica, and Karl are taking karate lessons.They will work out in pairs.
How many different pairs are possible?

Solution: Let’s make a list of the possible pairs. We organize the list by
considering all possible pairs beginning with Harlow.

Harlow—Indira

Harlow—Jessica

Harlow—Karl

Now we consider all the pairs beginning with Indira. Notice, however,
that Indira—Harlow is a repeat of Harlow—Indira, already counted.

Indira—Jessica

Indira—Karl

Finally, consider pairs beginning with Jessica that have not already
been counted.

Jessica—Karl

Answer: There are 6 possible pairs of students.
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Problem 2.7 (Grades 4–6)

At the grand opening of the new T-Shirt Cottage store, they are offering prizes to
the first 96 people in line.At 7:00 a.m., there were 3 people in line.At 7:15, 3 more
people got in line, for a total of 6 people.At 7:30, 6 more people arrived, so there
were 12 people in line. Every 15 minutes, the same number of people who are
already in line arrive.At what time will the 96th person be in line?

Solution: We can make a table to show what is happening during each
15-minute interval. Keep going until we find the time the 96th person
arrives.

15Organizing Data

Time Number Arriving Number in Line

7:00 3 3

7:15 3 6

7:30 6 12

7:45 12 24

8:00 24 48

8:15 48 96

Answer: There will be 96 people in line at 8:15.



Problem 2.8 (Grades 4–6)

In the school store,pencils cost 15¢ each and erasers cost 10¢ each.There is no tax.Max
wants to spend exactly $2.00 on pencils and erasers. How many of each can she buy?

Solution: Let’s make a table. We’ll include a column for the number of
each kind of item as well as the cost. The total cost must always be $2.00.
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Answer: There are 7 possibilities for Max to spend exactly $2.00 on pencils
and erasers. They are 20 erasers and 0 pencils, 17 erasers and 2 pencils,
14 erasers and 4 pencils, 11 erasers and 6 pencils, 8 erasers and 8 pencils,
5 erasers and 10 pencils, and 2 erasers and 12 pencils.

Teaching Notes: Discuss with the class the many patterns that appear in the
table.Also emphasize that a problem may have more than one correct answer.

Erasers Pencils

Number Cost Number Cost Total Cost

20 $2.00 0 0 $2.00

19 $1.90 0 0 $1.90

18 $1.80 1 .15 $1.95

17 $1.70 2 .30 $2.00

16 $1.60 2 .30 $1.90

15 $1.50 3 .45 $1.95

14 $1.40 4 .60 $2.00

13 $1.30 4 .60 $1.90

12 $1.20 5 .75 $1.95

11 $1.10 6 .90 $2.00

10 $1.00 6 .90 $1.90

9 $.90 7 $1.05 $1.95

8 $.80 8 $1.20 $2.00

7 $.70 8 $1.20 $1.90

6 $.60 9 $1.35 $1.95

5 $.50 10 $1.50 $2.00

4 $.40 10 $1.50 $1.90

3 $.30 11 $1.65 $1.95

2 $.20 12 $1.80 $2.00

1 $.10 12 $1.80 $1.90

0 0 13 $1.95 $1.95



Problem 2.9 (Grades 4–5)

Alice and Benjamin are brother and sister. Alice is 3 and Benjamin is 12. How old
will they each be when Benjamin is 2½ times as old as Alice?

Solution: Let’s make a table to show their respective ages each year.
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The table shows their ages each year. We can find the ages when
Benjamin is exactly 2½ times as old as Alice.

Answer: Benjamin will be 15 and Alice 6 when he is 2½ times as old as she is.

Alice 3 4 5 6 7 8

Benjamin 12 13 14 15 16 17

Problem 2.10 (Grades 5–7)

A family goes to the movies. Adult tickets cost $6.00 each and children’s tickets cost
$4.00 each.The family spent $26.00. How many adults and how many children went
to the movies?

Solution: Let’s make a table showing all the various possibilities for adult
tickets and children’s tickets and find the one that gives $26.00.

Adults @ $6.00 Children @ $4.00 Total Cost

1 = $6.00 1 = $4.00 $10.00

1 = $6.00 2 = $8.00 $14.00

1 = $6.00 3 = $12.00 $18.00

1 = $6.00 4 = $16.00 $22.00

1 == $6.00 5 == $20.00 $26.00*

2 = $12.00 1 = $4.00 $16.00

2 = $12.00 2 = $8.00 $20.00

2 = $12.00 3 = $12.00 $24.00

2 = $12.00 4 = $16.00 $28.00

3 = $18.00 1 = $4.00 $22.00

3 == $18.00 2 == $8.00 $26.00*

4 = $24.00 1 = $4.00 $28.00

Answer: There are 2 possible answers: 1 adult and 5 children or 3 adults
and 2 children.
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Problem 2.11 (Grades 3–4)

There is a monorail running around the amusement park. The monorail car has no
passengers when it leaves the terminal. At the first stop, it picks up 5 people. At the
second stop, 4 people get on and 2 people get off. At the third stop, 5 people get
on and no one gets off. At the fourth stop, 1 person gets on and 4 people get off.
How many passengers are now on the monorail car?

Solution: Let’s make a chart to simulate the events.

We can also organize the data by adding all the total number of people
getting on the monorail, and then the total of all the people getting off the
monorail. This will yield the answer quite quickly:

On Monorail = 5 + 4 + 5 + 1 = 15

Off Monorail = 2 + 4 = 6

Remaining on Monorail = 15 – 6 = 9

Answer: There are 9 people left on the monorail at the end of the trip.

Stop # People On People Off Number on the Monorail

Terminal 0 0 0

#1 5 0 5

#2 4 2 7

#3 5 0 12

#4 1 4 9
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Problem 2.12 (Grades 3–4)

At the bottom of the pile of junk in the lake were a cup, a jar, a shoe, and an old
tire. A fish, a frog, a crab, and a snake came along. The snake went into the jar and
fell asleep. The crab crawled into the shoe. The fish won’t go near the tire. Into which
object did each creature go?

Solution: To organize the data in a manageable manner, make a matrix
and fill in the clues. Remember, a “Yes” in a column means an “X” in all
other items in that column and row. Thus, the first clue tells us that the
snake went into the jar. This means a “Yes” in that cell of the matrix. It also
means no one else could be in the jar (all Xs in that column) nor could the
snake be anywhere else (all Xs in that row). Continue in a similar manner
using the clues, one at a time.

The matrix shows which creature was in each object.

Answer: The fish is in the cup, the frog is in the tire, the crab is in the shoe,
and the snake is in the jar.

You might be interested to note that this problem reappears in Chapter 8
as Problem 8.6 because it is appropriate there as well.

Cup Jar Shoe Tire

Fish Yes X X X

Frog X X X Yes

Crab X X Yes X

Snake X Yes X X
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Problem 2.13 (Grades 3–4)

The school music club is going to a concert. There will be only 2 teachers for every
9 students. There are 16 teachers on the trip. How many students will there be?

Solution: One approach to solving this problem is to use chips of two dif-
ferent colors. Suppose the teachers are represented by red chips and the
students by yellow ones. We can then actually show 9 yellow chips for
every 2 red chips. We can set up a total of 8 groups until we have 16 red
chips and count the number of yellow chips. This will yield the answer.

A more elegant solution is to make a table and follow it out to the
16 teachers:

This is actually a problem in ratio and proportion. A more
mathematically sophisticated solution is to set up the proportion . 
If we solve for x, we obtain 72. Of course, this approach is beyond the
experiences of most students in grades 3–4.

Answer: There will be 72 students going to the concert.

2
9
= 16

x

Teachers 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Students 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72
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Problem 2.14 (Grades 6–7)

There are 6 points, no three of which lie on the same line. How many straight line
segments are needed to connect every possible pair of dots?

Solution: By organizing data, we take the six points and begin by connecting
point A to each of the other points. Then we have 5 line segments, AB, AC,
AD, AE, and AF (see Figure 2.1).

Now consider point B. In similar fashion, we have BA, BC, BD, BE, and
BF. But BA is the same line segment as AB, so it need not be drawn again.
Thus, from point B, we have only 4 segments. If we continue this pattern,
we have 3 segments from point C (CD, CE, and CF, while AC and BC have
been drawn). Thus we have 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 15 lines drawn.

Answer: There will be 15 line segments to connect the points as required.

F

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 2.1
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Problem 2.15 (Grades 4–6)

A hot dog vendor buys her hot dogs in packages of 36. She buys the hot-dog buns
in packages of 20. What is the smallest number of hot dogs and hot dog buns she
must buy to have an equal amount of hot dogs and buns with none left over?

Solution: Let’s make a table and organize our data. When she buys 180 rolls
and 180 hot dogs, she can do it with packages and have none left over.

Answer: She must buy 180 hot dogs (5 packages) and 180 buns (9 packages).

Teaching Notes: This problem is an example of finding the lowest com-
mon multiple of two numbers. It provides an excellent opportunity for
you to discuss this concept with the children.

No. of Pkgs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Hot Dogs 36 72 108 144 180

Buns 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Problem 2.16 (Grades 4–6)

The new jeans store at 64 Fifth Avenue is giving prizes to the first 64 people who
are in line when they open at 9:30 a.m. At 8:05, there were 8 people in line. At 8:10,
there were 16 people in line. At 8:15, there were 24 people in line. If this pattern
continues, at what time will there be 64 people in line?

Solution: Children often act out this type of problem. They can use other
students, or chips to represent the people. A more efficient solution, how-
ever, is to organize the data in a table.

Answer: At 8:40, there will be 64 people in line.

Teaching Notes: You may have to help the children recognize the patterns
in the problem; that is, 8 people arrive every 5 minutes.

Time 8:05 8:10 8:15 8:20 8:25 8:30 8:35 8:40 8:45 8:50

Arrive 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

In line 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64
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Problem 2.17 (Grades 5–7)

Michelle bought a used bicycle for $45. She fixed it up and then sold it for $60. A
few weeks later, she bought it back for $75 and then sold it a month later for $95.
Did Michelle make money, lose money or break even? If she made or lost money,
how much did she make or lose?

Solution: An elegant approach to solve this is to organize your data in
parts. Let’s examine each pair of transactions in order:

She bought the bicycle for $45 and sold it for $60. Profit of $15.
She bought the bicycle for $75 and sold it for $95. Profit of $20.

Answer: Michelle made a total profit of $15 + $20 = $35.

Teaching Notes: You may recognize this as a variation on an often-quoted
problem. Nevertheless, it is a good problem to use with your class. The fact
that she paid more for the bike when she bought it back is irrelevant. Each
time she bought and sold the bicycle, she made a profit. Some students
might wish to add her costs ($45 + $75 = $120) and her total profits ($60 +
$95 = $155). She made a total profit of $155 – $120 = $35.
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3
Intelligent Guessing

and Testing

We use an “intelligent guessing and testing” strategy in our everyday
life experiences and are often not even aware that we are using it. For

example, if you are mixing paints to match a given color, you tend to try and
test till you get the desired result. Although this strategy does not sound
very mathematical, it is a frequently used strategy. Some books refer to it as
“trial and error.” But it is more than that! This strategy is extremely power-
ful and quite sophisticated. The student makes a guess (and it must be an
intelligent guess, not just an uninformed stab at the problem) and then pro-
ceeds to test that guess within the conditions of the problem. If the guess
isn’t correct, the student makes another guess. Each guess that follows is
based upon the results obtained from the previous guesses. If the result of
the testing was too small, the next guess should be a little bit larger; if the
result was too large, the next guess should be smaller. Usually, a table or a
list is used to organize the information from each successive guess and the
results of that guess. The process continues until the child arrives at a guess
that solves the problem.
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APPLYING THE INTELLIGENT
GUESSING AND TESTING STRATEGY

Consider the following problem:

Barbara took a 20-question multiple-choice test. The test was scored
+5 for each correct answer, –2 for each wrong answer, and
0 if the question was omitted. Barbara scored a 44, even though she
omitted some questions. How many questions did Barbara omit?

You might attempt to solve this algebraically. That is, let

x = the number of questions answered correctly
y = the number of questions answered incorrectly
z = the number of questions omitted.

Then, writing out the conditions of the problem would give

x + y + z = 20
5x – 2y + 0z = 44.

Effectively, you now have only two equations containing three
variables.

Such a system of equations could be solved rather nicely by the strat-
egy of Diophantine analysis. However, it also has a straightforward
solution using intelligent guessing and testing. Examine the number of
questions Barbara had correct. It must be at least 10, because if she had
answered only 9 correctly, she would have received a score of 9 × 5 = 45,
and by subtracting an even number, she could never end up with 44.

# of
Correct (+5) Wrong (–2) Omitted (0) Score (44) Questions (20)

8 Impossible 40 − 2 × (# wrong)

9 Impossible 0 45 − 2 × (# wrong)

10 3 7 44 20

11 Impossible

12 8 0 44 20

13 Impossible

14 13 0 44 21

With 10 correct, Barbara would have had 3 wrong for a score of 44.
Thus, she would have omitted 7 questions. This is a correct answer, but is
it the only answer? Suppose Barbara had answered 11 questions correctly.
There is no way she could arrive at 44 by subtracting an even number
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from 55. Therefore, 11 is impossible. Suppose we guess 12 correct. Then,
12 × 5 = 60 and 60 – 16 = 44, which means she had 12 correct, 8 wrong, and
none omitted. However, this contradicts the statement of the original prob-
lem. If Barbara answers 13 questions correctly, there is, as with 11 answered
correctly, no way she could arrive at 44 for a score. If she answers 14 questions
correctly, she could arrive at a score of 44 with 13 incorrect answers; how-
ever, there were only 20 questions on the test. By continuing this pattern,
we see that for 16 and 18 questions answered correctly, there is no possible
solution. Thus, the score of “omitted 7” is the only possible solution. By
guessing and testing, we arrived at the answer in an efficient manner and
have confidence that our answer is unique.

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

As we have emphasized, central to using this strategy is that a student
make a series of systematic, informed, and validated guesses. The process
begins with an informed guess. This step is crucial and rests heavily on the
prior mathematics knowledge a student brings and how the problem has
been contextualized. In the problem above, for example, we need to under-
stand that a negative number of points results in subtraction and that the
score for a certain number of right or wrong answers is obtained through
multiplication. Although all of this may seem obvious to you, students
are not necessarily comfortable with such ideas and, as the consequence
of their misunderstandings, may make ineffectual and somewhat ran-
dom conjectures. Much of the resulting confusion and frustration can be
addressed by briefly discussing the meaning of a particular problem with
the whole class prior to students beginning independent or group work.
With younger students, you may wish to agree on an initial guess as a
whole class.

The next step is no less crucial. Interesting mathematics problems, as
we hope these are, are those in which the solution is not immediately obvi-
ous. Thus, an informed initial guess often is not among the answers. In
this case, a student will need to revise his or her guess in some intelligent
fashion. For example, if one guesses that the solution to the equation

25 + x = 35

is 5, testing shows that 25 + 5 = 30. Hence, a better guess might be 6, giving
the sum of 31. Subsequent guesses might be 8 and 11, giving sums of
33 and 36, respectively. If we have recorded these guesses and their
consequences, we can see that an answer likely lies between 8 and 11.
Hence, together with a revised guess is the need for a systematic approach.
Students need to be encouraged, as we have previously noted, to keep
their guesses and the consequences of those guesses in some organized
fashion. Such records will be invaluable for subsequent informed guessing.
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PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 3.1 (Grades 4–6)

A man was making out his will. He had $1600 to divide among his three sons.The
oldest was to get $200 more than the middle son.The middle son was to get $100
more than the youngest son. How much did each son get?

Solution: We can use the guess and test strategy. Let’s make a table to keep
track of our guesses as we test each guess.

Guess # Youngest Middle Oldest Total

1 $100 $200 $400 $700 (Too small)

2 $200 $300 $500 $1000 (Too small)

3 $300 $400 $600 $1300 (Still too small)

4 $400 $500 $700 $1600 (Yes!)

We have the answer from the table.

Answer: The youngest son gets $400, the middle son gets $500, and the
oldest son gets $700.
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Problem 3.2 (Grades 3–5)

A baby alligator had a body plus tail length that was exactly 4 times as large as his
head. From the tip of his nose to the tip of his tail, the alligator is exactly 35 inches
long. How long is its head?

Solution: Let’s make a series of guesses about the head, body and tail, and
total length. We’ll make a table and keep track of the guesses as we test
each guess.

Guess # Head Body & Tail Total Length

1 3" 12" 15" (Too small)

2 8" 32" 40" (Too large)

3 5" 20" 25" (Too small)

4 7" 28" 35" (Yes!)

Some students might recognize that, because the head is 1 part and the
body is 4 times as large, we have a total of 5 equal parts. Thus, 35 ÷ 5 = 7,
the size of the head.

Answer: The alligator’s head is 7" long.

Problem 3.3 (Grades 3–5)

Ian and Amanda were counting the number of comic books in their collections. Ian
said to Amanda, “Give me one of your comics and we’ll have the same number.”
Amanda thought for a moment and then replied,“Give me one of your comics and
I’ll have exactly twice as many as you do.” How many comics did each of them have?

Solution: Some logic can be applied to the problem to make our guesses
easier. It is apparent from the difference 1 comic book makes that the
numbers must be rather small. Furthermore, if Ian’s giving one away
makes them equal, they must be two apart . . .

Now we can use the guess and test strategy. Let’s make our first guess at
3 and 5. Now, if Amanda gives Ian 1 comic book, they will each have 4. But if
Ian gives Amanda one of his comic books, she will have 6 and he will have 2.
That is three times as many. No good. Let’s try another guess, say, 4 and 6. If
Amanda gives Ian one of her books, they will each have 5. But if he gives
Amanda one of his, she will have 7 and he will have 3. Close, but not quite
right. Let’s try 5 and 7. If Amanda gives Ian one of her comic books, they will
each have 6. If Ian gives Amanda one of his, she will have 8 and he will have
4, exactly twice as many. That’s right!Amanda has 7 comic books and Ian has 5.

Answer: Ian must have 5 comic books and Amanda must have 7.



Problem 3.4 (Grades 4–6)

The SaladWorks just opened its new store in the mall.The very first day they sold
4 dozen or more but fewer than 5 dozen salads.They sold twice as many pasta salads
as they did chicken salads. They sold 1–3 as many chicken salads as they did tuna
salads. How many of each could they have sold?

Solution: The problem contains a great deal of data. Make a table to orga-
nize the facts so that we can see what’s taking place in the problem. Let’s
use the guess and test strategy. Our first guess might be that they sold
6 chicken salads.

Chicken Tuna Pasta Total

6 18 12 36 Too small

7 21 14 42 Too small

8 24 16 48 Possible

9 27 18 54 Possible

10 30 20 60 Too large

Answer: There is more than one possible answer to this problem:

They sold 8 chicken salads, 24 tuna salads, 16 pasta salads

or

They sold 9 chicken salads, 27 tuna salads, 18 pasta salads.

These are the only possibilities between 4 dozen (48) and 5 dozen (60).

Teaching Notes: Rarely do students see problems in the math classroom
with more than one correct answer. It is a good idea to discuss this situa-
tion with the class.
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Problem 3.5 (Grade 4–6)

Mary baked 37 muffins for her party. She put the blueberry muffins into bags of 5
and the corn muffins into bags of 3. How many of each kind of muffin did she bake?

Solution: We will use the guess and test strategy. We’ll organize our
guesses with a table. Put the blueberry muffins in groups of 5 and see how
many are left over from 37.

Blueberry Total Number Corn

5 37 32 (No. 32 is not divisible by 3)

10 37 27 (Yes. 27 is divisible by 3)

15 37 22 (No. 22 is not divisible by 3)

20 37 17 (No. 17 is not divisible by 3)

25 37 12 (Yes. 12 is divisible by 3)

30 37 7 (No. 7 is not divisible by 3)

35 37 2 (No. 2 is not divisible by 3)

Our table shows that there aren’t any other possibilities where the sum
is 37.

Answer: There are two answers possible. She baked 10 blueberry muffins
and 27 corn muffins or she baked 25 blueberry muffins and 12 corn muffins.
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Problem 3.7 (Grades 3–5)

There are 2 baby pandas at the local zoo.They are named Tristan and Isolde.The
people are voting to see which one is their favorite. Exactly 105 people voted.
Tristan was favored by 2½ times as many people as Isolde. How many votes did
each panda receive?

Solution: We’ll use the guess and test strategy. A table will help us keep
track of our guesses. Let’s start with 50 votes for Isolde and compute 2½
times as many for Tristan.

Isolde Tristan Total Votes

50 125 175 (Too many votes)

40 100 140 (Still too many)

30 75 105 (Yes!)

We have the answer. The total is 105 and 75 is exactly 2½ times as many
as 30.

Answer: Isolde received 30 votes; Tristan received 75 votes.

Problem 3.6 (Grades 3–4)

The following is the menu in the school cafeteria:

Apple 25¢ Chocolate Milk 30¢ Grilled Cheese Sandwich 75¢

Granola Bar 45¢ Orange Juice 35¢ Veggie Burger $1.10

Ice Cream 50¢ Milk 25¢ Slice of Pizza 85¢

Liu spent $1.30 and bought exactly 2 items.What did he buy for lunch?

Solution: We use the guess and test strategy:

Let’s guess milk and veggie burger. That’s 25¢ + $1.10 = $1.35.
Too large.

Let’s guess grilled cheese and ice cream. That’s 75¢ + 30¢ = $1.05.
Too small.

Let’s guess veggie burger and granola bar. That’s $1.10 + 45¢ = $1.55.
Too large.

Let’s guess pizza and granola. That’s 85¢ + 45¢ = $1.30. That works!

Answer: He bought a slice of pizza and a granola bar.
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Problem 3.9 (Grades 3–4)

Whenever I put a nickel in my piggy bank,my dad puts in 3 dimes. I opened the bank
and found we had exactly 60 coins. How much money is in the piggy bank?

Solution: The guess and test strategy with a table to keep track of the
guesses provides an efficient solution.

# Nickels Value # Dimes Value # Coins Value

5 $0.25 15 $1.50 20 $1.75 (Too small)

10 $0.50 30 $3.00 40 $3.50 (Better)

15 $0.75 45 $4.50 60 $5.25 (Yes!)

This problem could also have used the logical reasoning method. If
each time there were four coins added to the sum (that is, 1 nickel and three
dimes), and there were 60 coins in the bank, then this event of putting four
coins in the bank had to have occurred 60 ÷ 4 = 15 times. That means there
were 15 nickels ($0.75) and 45 dimes ($4.50) for a total of $5.25 in the bank.

Answer: The 60 coins have a value of $5.25.

Problem 3.8 (Grades 5–7)

The local football team won their last game of the season by a score of 17 to 0.
Even though they did not score a safety (2 points), they did manage to score more
points in each quarter than they had scored in the previous quarter. How many
points did they score in each quarter?
The problem requires a knowledge of the scoring during a football game. The

possible scores are 3 points for a field goal, 6 points for a touchdown, 7 points for
a touchdown followed by an extra point kick, and 8 points for a touchdown fol-
lowed by a 2-point conversion.

Solution: Using the guess and test strategy, we start with 0 points in the
first quarter and proceed from there. The only possible way to score 17
points without a safety and a higher number in each quarter is 0, 3, 6, and
8. Thus, they scored 0 points in the first quarter, 3 points in the second
quarter, 6 points in the third quarter, and 8 points in the fourth quarter.
Notice that the 6 points could either be 2 field goals or 1 touchdown (with
a missed extra-point kick).

Answer: They scored 0, 3, 6, and 8 in the four quarters, respectively.
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Problem 3.10 (Grades 5–7)

The tickets for the school Olympics went on sale Monday morning at 10:00 a.m.
Tickets were priced at $10 and $17. By 3:00 p.m., they had sold 330 tickets and the
total sales were $4,910. How many of each kind of ticket were sold that day?

Solution: There are only a finite number of possibilities, so we can try to
use the guess and test strategy. Let’s make a table to keep track of our
guesses and tests. We can begin by assuming that one-half of the tickets
were sold at each price. It is wise to let individual students narrow in on
the right answer in their own way—that is, without guiding them. This
will be a fruitful exercise for them.

Answer: They sold 100 tickets at $10 each and 230 tickets at $17 each.

Teaching Notes: Some students may worry about the 10:00 a.m. and
3:00 p.m. given in the problem, as they may have been taught that every
number in a problem should be used. This is an excellent opportunity for
you to discuss the idea of data that is irrelevant to a problem’s solution.

Number of Number of
$10 Tickets Amount $17 Tickets Amount Total Amount

165 $1,650 165 $2,805 $4,455 (Too small)

145 $1,450 185 $3,145 $4,595 (Better—still too small)

125 $1,250 205 $3,485 $4,735 (Still too small)

105 $1,050 225 $3,825 $4,875 (Getting very close)

100 $1,000 230 $3,910 $4,910 (Yes!)
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Answer: I have 9 nickels and 5 quarters..

Problem 3.11 (Grades 4–6)

In my pocket, I have quarters and nickels. I have four more nickels than quarters.
Altogether, I have $1.70 in my pocket. How many nickels and how many quarters
do I have?

Solution: Using the guess and test strategy:

Quarters Value Nickels Value Total Value

1 25¢ 5 25¢ 50¢ (Too small)

2 50¢ 6 30¢ 80¢ (Still too small)

3 75¢ 7 35¢ $1.10 (Getting there)

4 $1.00 8 40¢ $1.40 (Better)

5 $1.25 9 45¢ $1.70 (Yes!)

Problem 3.12 (Grades 6–7)

The local golf pro is trying to get youngsters interested in his golf program. He
shares 36 golf balls among three children. He gives some to Snap, and twice as many
to Crackle.He then gives Pop three times as many as he gave to Crackle.How many
golf balls did each child receive?

Solution: Using the guess and test strategy with a table:

Snap Crackle Pop Total

6 12 36 54 (Too many)

3 6 18 27 (Too few)

5 10 30 45 (Too many)

4 8 24 36 (Yes!)

Answer: Snap received 4 golf balls, Crackle received 8, and Pop received 24.
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Teaching Notes: Some children are acquainted with algebraic techniques.
For these children, the problem becomes one of solving algebraically the
equation

x + 2x + 6x = 36

where

x = the number of golf balls given to Snap
2x = the number given to Crackle
6x = the number given to Pop.

Combining terms gives

9x = 36

and hence x = 4. So Snap received 4 golf balls, Crackle received 8, and Pop
received 24.

Problem 3.13 (Grades 5–7)

Al is editing a new math textbook. Unfortunately, someone switched the numbers
on two facing pages.The product of the two numbers is 812.What were the two
numbers?

Solution: To factor a number such as 812, we can use the intelligent guess
and test strategy. Here is how this might appear.

Pages Product

25 × 24 600 (Too small)

31 × 32 992 (Too large)

27 × 26 702 (Too small but closer)

29 × 28 812 (Yes!)

Answer: The numbers of the two facing pages are 28 and 29.

Teaching Notes: This might be a good time to point out that the units digit
of the product, 2, can be obtained only by multiplying 2 × 1, 3 × 4, 7 × 6, or
9 × 8. Thus the guess might be 26 × 27 and then 28 × 29.
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4
Solving a Simpler

Equivalent Problem

It should be apparent to you that a problem usually can be solved in
more than one way. But finding a solution method often can be made

more complicated by the numbers used or the context in which the prob-
lem finds itself. One simple way to make a problem more manageable and
that usually yields good results is to change the given problem into an
equivalent one that may be easier to solve—that is, by simplifying the
numbers given in the problem. This can give the students insight into how
to solve the original problem. In some cases, the simpler problem might
only involve using numbers that are easier for the student to work with,
but it may also be simplified by considering a simpler case of the problem.
Once students have solved the simpler version, they can proceed to the
original (perhaps more complex) problem.

APPLYING THE SOLVING A SIMPLER
EQUIVALENT PROBLEM STRATEGY

Consider the following problem:

The divisors of 360 add up to 1,170. What is the sum of the recip-
rocals of the divisors of 360?
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Solution. The most obvious solution would be to find all the divisors of
360, take their reciprocals, and then add. The divisors of 360 are 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 8, 9 . . . 120, 180, and 360. The reciprocals are

We then find a common denominator (for example, 360), convert all the
fractions to their equivalents, and add. Unfortunately, it is quite easy to
make a mechanical or computational error, as well as possibly miss one or
more divisors.

Let’s examine a simpler equivalent problem. Let’s find the sum of the
reciprocals of the divisors of 12 and see if this helps. The divisors of 12 are
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12. Their sum is 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 12 = 28. Now let’s find
the sum of the reciprocals of these factors:

Aha! The numerator of the fraction is the sum of the divisors, and the
denominator is the number with which we’re working. Now we can solve
our original problem.

The sum of the factors of 360 is 1,170. Thus, the sum of the reciprocals
of the factors must be .

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

This is a somewhat sophisticated problem-solving approach and, in a
number of ways, among the more elegant we discuss in this book. As
noted, students need to examine the structure of the problem and, hold-
ing that structure in mind, attempt a somewhat simpler problem. In the
above, for example, this was accomplished by looking at the sum of
the reciprocals of the factors of 12 rather than 360. Students will then
need to experiment with what they perceive to be the structure of the
problem—for example, in the above, you might wish to check whether
the sums of the reciprocals of the factors of 24 are as expected—and,
rather than generalizing the solutions, will need to generalize the solu-
tion technique.

Students often will find all this difficult. They will, understandably,
attempt to use an approach they found previously effective—perhaps lists
or systematic guessing. Although such approaches will, in theory, give
answers to the problems we have posed, they are at best quite tedious. You
will need to get students to reflect, to look for alternative and elegant
strategies. This can be encouraged by modeling and by featuring student
work that is efficient and elegant. However, this is largely dispositional.
Once students get a taste of the elegance and power of mathematics, they
will supply the motivation.
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PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 4.1 (Grades 5–6)

A zookeeper has ostriches and elephants in one part of the zoo. Altogether the
animals account for 60 heads and 180 legs. How many of each animal does he have?

Solution: We can reduce the complexity of the problem and work with a
simpler but equivalent set of numbers. Divide by 10. Let’s try to solve the
problem for 6 heads and 18 legs. We will work with these smaller
numbers, and then we will go back to the original numbers.

Ostriches have 2 legs and elephants have 4 legs. Make a drawing and
represent the heads with a 0.

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

// // // // // //

// // //

0 0 0 0 0 0

// // // // // //

Now, whether it’s an elephant or an ostrich, it has at least 2 legs. Let’s
put these “//” on each of the heads (0).

That accounts for 12 legs. The rest go on in pairs on three of the heads.

There are 3 elephants and 3 ostriches. Now multiply by 10 to find the
actual answers. (Remember, we divided by 10 to get smaller numbers to
work with.)

Notice that this problem also makes use of the Make a Drawing strat-
egy. (As we have stated earlier, more than one strategy will often be used
to solve a problem.)

Answer: He has 30 ostriches and 30 elephants.
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Problem 4.2 (Grades 3–4)

Ian is playing a space invaders game on his computer. Every time he knocks one of
the spacemen off the spaceship, he gets 3 points.Yesterday, he knocked 53 space-
men off the alien ship.Was his score an odd number or an even number?

Solution: Let’s look at a simpler problem, say we have 6 spacemen instead
of 53 spacemen. His score would be as follows:

Number Knocked 1 2 3 4 5 6
Off the Ship

Score 3 6 9 12 15 18

Looking at the table, we see that if he knocks off an even number of
spacemen (2, 4, or 6), his score is an even number. If he knocks an odd
number off the ship, his score is an odd number. Because 53 is an odd
number, the score must also be an odd number.

Some students may simply multiply the number of spacemen he
knocked off the ship by 3 to get the actual score. Others may already know
that the product of two odd numbers is an odd number, in which case this
problem is inappropriate except for review.

Answer: His score is an odd number.
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Problem 4.3 (Grades 5–6)

Art has 35 feet of flat oak board.He wants to make bookshelves that will be exactly
5 feet long. It takes him 2 minutes to make one cut through the board. How long
will it take him to make the shelves?

Solution: Art has 35 feet of board. If each shelf is to be 5 feet long, he will
make 7 shelves. We have to find out how many cuts he must make. To do
this, let’s look at simpler versions of the problem. Suppose Art had a board
and needed to cut it into two parts. He would need 1 cut. How about cut-
ting a board into three parts? He would need 2 cuts (see Figure 4.1).

Cut

Cut Cut

Figure 4.1

Aha! It looks like he needs one cut fewer than the number of pieces.
There is a pattern to be seen. Now we can solve our problem. To make 7
shelves, Art must make 6 cuts. Because each cut takes him 2 minutes, it
will take him 12 minutes to cut the shelves.

Answer: Art will take 12 minutes to cut the board into seven 5-foot shelves.
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Problem 4.5 (Grades 3–5)

Ed is making a design for the floor of his basement.He is using a box with 784 square
tiles to make a larger square. He wants to make the largest square possible using
the 784 tiles.What are the dimensions of the largest square Ed can make?

Solution: We can try different combinations of the square tiles to see how
large a square we can make. However, this is time-consuming and might
not lead to the correct answer. Instead, we shall try a simpler version of the
problem, by starting with a 1 × 1 square, then a 2 × 2 square, then a 3 × 3
square, and so on. We can keep our data in a table.

Number 1 2 3 4 5 . . . 10 . . . 20 . . . 25 26 27 28
of Tiles
on a Side

Area 1 4 9 16 25 . . . 100 . . . 400 . . . 625 676 729 784
(Total Tiles)

Answer: The largest square Ed can make is 28 × 28. He will use all 784 tiles.

Teaching Notes: For those students who understand the concept of
square root, all that needs to be done is to take the square root of 784
(using a calculator).
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Problem 4.6 (Grades 3–5)

Maria has been asked to find three consecutive even numbers whose sum is 60.
What are the numbers?

Solution: We use the simpler problem strategy. We begin with the small-
est set of three even numbers, then try the next set, and so on, to see if there
is a pattern we can make use of.

2 + 4 + 6 = 12 Set 1 begins with 2 (which is 1 × 2)

4 + 6 + 8 = 18 Set 2 begins with 4 (which is 2 × 2)

6 + 8 + 10 = 24 Set 3 begins with 6 (which is 3 × 2)

8 + 10 + 12 = 30 Set 4 begins with 8 (which is 4 × 2)

Aha! The sum is going up by 6. The sums will be 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42,
48, 54, and 60.

We want the 9th sum, 60. The three consecutive even numbers that
give that sum will begin with 9 × 2, or 18. We will try 18 + 20 + 22 = 60.

Answer: The three consecutive even numbers whose sum is 60 are 18, 20,
and 22.

Teaching Notes: This problem provides practice for those students who
need work in addition. They can continue adding the sequences of three
consecutive numbers until they actually find all the sums and reach the
required 60.

We can also show students that the sum of three consecutive even
numbers is always three times themiddle number. Therefore, 60/3 = 20,which
is then the middle number, gives us the three numbers 18 + 20 + 22 = 60.
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Problem 4.7 (Grades 3–5)

Maurice put 7 cubes in a row, tight against one another.Then he spray-painted them
with red paint.When they had dried, he took them apart. He noticed that faces of
the cube that were touching the table did not get painted, nor did the faces of cubes
that touched one another. How many faces of the 7 cubes were painted?

Solution: We can reduce the number of cubes to a smaller number and see
what happens. We can look for a pattern to develop.

Number of Cubes Faces Painted

1 5

2 8

3 11

As we add one cube, the number of painted faces increases by 3. Let’s
complete the table.

Number of Cubes Faces Painted

1 5

2 8

3 11

4 14

5 17

6 20

7 23

Answer: There will be 23 painted faces for 7 cubes.

Teaching Notes: Some of your students may notice that the number of
faces painted can be found by multiplying the number of cubes by 3 and
adding 2. This can be expressed in a number sentence format as F = 3n + 2,
where F is the number of painted faces and n is the number of cubes. You
may wish to point this out to the class.
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Problem 4.8 (Grades 5–7)

Lucy has 10 pieces of candy. She and her two sisters want to divide the candy so
that each of them gets at least 1 piece of candy. In how many ways can she do this?

Solution: Let us look at a simpler version of the problem. If we had
3 pieces of candy (the minimum number of pieces with all 3 children get-
ting at least one piece), there would only be 1 way to divide the candy.

3 pieces of candy: 1–1–1 1 way

4 pieces of candy: 1–1–2, 1–2–1, 2–1–1 3 ways

5 pieces of candy: 1–1–3, 1–3–1, 3–1–1, 2–2–1, 2–1–2, 1–2–2 6 ways

6 pieces of candy: 1–1–4, 1–4–1, 4–1–1, 3–2–1, 3–1–2, 2–1–3, 10 ways
2–3–1, 1–3–2, 1–2–3, 2–2–2

We can prepare a table to show this:

Number of Pieces of Candy 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of Ways to Divide 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36

Continuing along with the chart, we get the required number of ways
that 10 pieces of candy can be distributed.

Answer: There are 36 ways they can divide the 10 pieces of candy.

Teaching Notes: Your students may have seen these numbers before; they
are called the triangular numbers because these numbers of dots can be
arranged symmetrically as an equilateral triangle. If students have not
seen these numbers before, you can point out to them that the difference
between successive numbers increases by 1 each time—that is, between 3
and 1 is 2, between 6 and 3 is 3, between 10 and 6 is 4, and so on. In this
way, they can construct the same table. The triangular numbers appear in
many of the problems in this book.
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Problem 4.9 (Grades 6–7)

Mrs. Edwards’ class was given the following problem:

In parallelogram ABCD, a point,E, is selected anywhere on side CD. Line segments
AE and BE are drawn as shown in Figure 4.2.

B20in.

8in.

CD E

FA

Figure 4.2

Side AB equals 20" and the altitude CF = 8".
Which has the greater area,Triangle ABE or Triangle AED + Triangle BEC?

Solution: Let’s look at this problem and see if we can make it simpler and
yet equivalent. Because the location of point E was not specified, other
than that it must lie on CD, we can place it anywhere we wish. Let’s move
it to coincide with point C (see Figure 4.3).

B20in.

8in.

(E)D

FA

C

Figure 4.3

Now the two shaded triangles become one, and segment AE is a diag-
onal. Thus, the shaded triangles are half of the original parallelogram, or
40 square feet.

Some students may attempt to find the area of the three triangles. This
will lead to a correct answer, but it depends on the student realizing that
the bases of triangles DEA and CEB add up to the side CD or 20.
Furthermore, the altitude of each of the three triangles = 8 because it lies
between parallel line segments. Other students may find the area of the
parallelogram and the area of triangle AEB and subtract. Either solution,
although more complicated than that given above, would be correct.
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Answer: The areas are the same, 40 square feet.

Teaching Notes: The concept of moving point E until it coincides with point
C may be a bit difficult for some of your students to comprehend. That’s
fine, because either of the other two solutions would also suffice. However,
for those who do understand it, this idea is well worth discussing in class.

Problem 4.10 (Grades 3–5)

Barbara wants to buy some boxes in which to store her toy soldier collection. She
buys 5 large boxes. Inside each large box are two medium boxes. Inside each
medium box are two small boxes. How many boxes in all did Barbara buy?

Solution: We can solve a simpler equivalent problem, by using one large
box and then multiplying our answer by 5 (because we actually have to
account for 5 large boxes). Let’s find the number of boxes combined if we
had only one large box. We can then multiply our answer by 5. One large
box + 2 medium boxes + 4 small boxes = 7 boxes. Finally, 7 × 5 = 35.

If we combine the above solution method together with the making a
drawing strategy, we can easily show one box with two medium boxes
inside and two small boxes inside each medium box (see Figure 4.4). We
can then count the total number of boxes, 7, and multiply by 5.

2
Medium

4 Small

1
Large

Figure 4.4

Answer: Barbara bought 35 boxes in all.

Teaching Notes: When students attempt this problem, a common error is
to forget the original large boxes. You may wish to emphasize counting
these boxes.
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Problem 4.11 (Grades 5–7)

If 3 chickens can lay 4 eggs in 5 days, how many days will it take 12 chickens to lay
48 eggs?

Solution: Rather than consider this problem in its entirety, we solve it as a
pair of simpler problems. If 3 chickens lay 4 eggs in 5 days (that is, 3 chick-
ens = 4 eggs in 5 days), then multiplying the number of eggs and the
number of chickens by 4 to gives us: 12 chickens lay 16 eggs in the same 5
days (that is, 12 chickens = 16 eggs in 5 days). To get 48 eggs, we need to
multiply 16 eggs by 3. To do this we multiply the number of days and the
number of eggs by 3 to get 12 chickens lay 48 eggs in 15 days.

Answer: It will take the chickens 15 days to lay 48 eggs.

Teaching Notes: The problem involves some algebraic manipulation of
“relationships.” That is, because 3 chickens = 4 eggs (in 5 days), multiply
both sides of the “equation” by 3 and get 12 chickens = 16 eggs (in 5 days).
Similarly, because 16 eggs = 5 days, we can multiply both sides of this
“equation” by 3 and get 48 eggs = 15 days.
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5
Acting It Out
or Simulation

This strategy is especially useful in grades 3 and 4. Young children
can actually take on roles from the problem and perform the action.

They can also use materials such as chips, bottle caps, and so on to sim-
ulate the action in the problem. The ultimate simulation is, of course, to
use numbers.

APPLYING THE ACTING IT
OUT OR SIMULATION STRATEGY

The problem of estimating π—the ratio of the circumference of a circle to
its diameter—is often taken up in the upper elementary grades. One solu-
tion is to measure the circumference and diameter of a circle and then to
compute an approximate value for π. Such an approximation is, of course,
limited to the precision of the instruments used for measurement.
However, using simulation, we can, in theory, compute π to an arbitrary
degree of accuracy.
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The area (πr2) of the circle shown in Figure 5.1 is π. (Note that areas are
expressed in square units.) The area of the sector (the region of the quarter
circle within the square) has an area of . So, the ratio of the area of the

sector to the area of the square is
π–
4
1
= . This can also be written as

To estimate these areas and hence this ratio, we can use the areas on a
coordinate graph paper. Students can estimate the area bounded the sector
and compare that to the area of the square. The accuracy will depend on
the size of the circle versus the size of the small squares of the graph paper.

One can take a somewhat more sophisticated approach by realizing
that the points (x, y) on a circle of radius one is x2 + y2 = 1. All the points
inside a circle satisfy the condition that x2 + y2 < 1 . If we take a relatively
small number of randomly selected points (x, y), each of which is less
than 1, to make sure that it remains within the square, then x2 + y2 will tell
us whether the point is inside the quarter circle or outside the quarter

π
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Figure 5.1

Consider a circle with radius of 1 unit (see Figure 5.1).

π = 4 • Area of sector.
Area of square
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CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

The strategy of simulation is akin to what has been termed real-world
problem solving. That is, students are encouraged to use their develop-
ing mathematics skills to solve problems within contexts of situations
they find familiar. However, such familiarity cannot be taken for granted

(x, y) x2 + y2

(0.75, 0.64) 0.9721

(0.24, 0.05) 0.0601

(0.63, 0.18) 0.4293

(0.38, 0.81) 0.8005

(0.25, 0.59) 0.4106

(0.12, 0.28) 0.0928

(0.36, 0.59) 0.4777

(0.91, 0.72) 1.34650*

(0.86, 0.04) 0.7412

(0.01, 0.05) 0.0026

(0.26, 0.95) 0.9701

(0.45, 0.27) 0.2754

(0.74, 0.07) 0.5525

(0.77, 0.99) 1.57300*

(0.45, 0.65) 0.6250

(0.77, 0.53) 0.0293

(0.95, 0.11) 0.9140

(0.29, 0.40) 0.2441

(0.79, 0.14) 0.9050

(0.75, 0.73) 1.09540*

circle. In the chart below, the three values of x2 + y2 marked with an asterisk
are outside the circle, leaving 17 points inside the circle. From this small set

of randomly selected data, we can approximate π ≈ 4 × 17
20 = 3.4.

This rough approximation of π is based on a relatively small sample of
points, but it will allow students to simulate a procedure, which can give
solid insight into a mathematical concept.
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as students bring different experiences to the classroom. Thus, some
time—and this is the drawback to all real-world problem solving—must
be taken, prior to independent work on a problem, to discuss its context
and purpose.

The problems in this chapter have been chosen so that there often
exist several equally valid and efficient solutions. Students should be
encouraged to share and discuss each other’s solutions. You may want to
formalize such communication with individual or group presentations.
In any case, as we have noted previously, you should encourage creativ-
ity and elegance, and at the same time require that students approach a
problem systematically. These are not problems to be solved by brute
arithmetic calculation, but through formulating plans and choosing
effective strategies.

PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 5.1 (Grades 3–5)

Distribute Cuisenaire rods for this problem.The rods are the cars of a train. Each
rod (car) holds the same number of people as its length.Thus:

You have one rod of each color and length. Show how you can build a train of
lengths from 1 through 15.

Solution: Many of these trains can be done in more than one way. (Only
some are shown.)

1 =White 2 = Red 3 = Green 4 = Violet 5 = Yellow

1 = W 6 = W + Y or R + V 11 = Y + V + R

2 = R 7 = V + G or Y + R 12 = Y + V + G

3 = G 8 = Y + G or V + G + W 13 = Y + V + G + W

4 = V 9 = Y + V 14 = Y + V + G + R

5 = Y 10 = Y + V + W 15 = Y + V + G + R + W

Students should be encouraged to find alternate ways to represent the
various lengths. Those students who find this easy might be asked about
how many ways each of these lengths can be represented.

Answer: As shown above.
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Problem 5.3 (Grades 3–5)

Mr. Perlman is giving the 19 goldfish from the science lab to three students to care
for during the summer. Each student gets an odd number of goldfish. Jack gets the
most, Sam gets the smallest number, and Max gets the rest. How many goldfish did
each of them take home to care for?

Solution: An elegant method is to give the children 19 slips of paper or
19 chips to represent the goldfish. Have them act out the problem. The
only sets of three different odd numbers that add up to 19 are {3, 7, 9},
{3, 5, 11}, {1, 5, 13}, and {1, 7, 11}.

Answer: Jack got 9 goldfish to take care of, Max got 7, and Sam got 3; Jack
got 11, Max got 5, and Sam got 3; Jack got 13, Max got 5, and Sam got 1; or
Jack got 11, Max got 7, and Sam got 1.

Problem 5.2 (Grades 3–4)

The new sports shop sent out 40 coupons, each one good for a free T-shirt.At the
end of the day, they had given away 2 T-shirts for every 5 coupons they had sent.
How many T-shirts did they give away?

Solution: The problem can be solved arithmetically. If we divide the
40 coupons by 5, we find that there are 8 groups of 5. Because each group
gets 2 T-shirts, there will be 8 × 2 or 16 T-shirts given away. However, this
method requires multiplication and division, with which the students may
not be properly experienced.

Alternatively, you can have the students act out the problem. Simulate
the action by letting chips stand for the coupons. Give each group of
students 40 chips and have them arrange them in groups of 5 until all
40 chips have been grouped.

///// ///// ///// ///// ///// ///// ///// /////

Two of every five were traded in for T-shirts. There are 8 groups of 5;
there will be 8 groups of 2 T-shirts. Take out the 2 chips from each group
and count the result.

Answer: There were 16 coupons redeemed for T-shirts.
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Problem 5.4 (Grades 3–6)

Sharon and Janet counted the number of baseball cards they have together. They
have a total of 16 baseball cards.Which of the following statements cannot be true
and why?

(a) Janet has 13 cards.

(b) Sharon has 12 cards.

(c) Janet has 1 more card than Sharon.

(d) Sharon has 2 more cards than Janet.

(e) Sharon has an odd number of cards.

(f ) Janet has an even number of cards.

Solution: Give the children 16 chips or slips of paper and have them try
each of the given statements to see if it can be true. They can try to “act
out” each of the possible answers and then come to the conclusion that
statement (c) is impossible.

Teaching Notes: You might go a little deeper into the mathematics taken up
in this activity by noting that if Janet had 1 more than Sharon, then one of
them would have an odd number of cards and the other would have an
even number of cards. The sum of an odd and an even number is always an
odd number. Therefore (c) is impossible, because 16 is not an odd number.

Answer: Statement (c) cannot be true.
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Problem 5.5 (Grades 3–6)

How many different towers, 4 blocks high, can be made from blocks of 2 different
colors?

Solution: Use Unifix cubes or actual blocks for students to act out what is
called for in the problem. Give each student (or group of students) 4 blocks
of each of two different colors; for example, red and green. Have them
actually make the towers and keep track using a system similar to that below:

In the upper elementary grades, you may want to introduce the multi-
plication principle (see Chapter 10, Problem 10.1 for further discussion).
That is, students are asked to determine the number of ways to fill the
bottom block (2, a red or a green block), and the number of ways to fill each
of the next three blocks (each in 2 ways), and then, after some discussion
of the multiplication principle, find they can multiply to get 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 to
obtain 16 possible towers.

Answer: There are 16 possible towers that can be built.

R R R R G R R R

R R R G R R G G

R R G R R G R G

R G R R R G G R

R G G G G G G G

G R G G R G R G

G G R G R R G G

G G G R G R R G
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Problem 5.6 (Grades: 3–4)

Rona is shorter than Tess but taller than Samantha. Una is shorter than Vera but
taller than Tess.Who is the tallest and who is the shortest of the 5 girls?

Solution: Select 5 students to represent Rona, Samantha, Tess, Una and
Vera. Then have these students actually line up according to the informa-
tion given in the problem. They will move around as the problem devel-
ops. The final order is Vera tallest, then Una, Tess, Rona, and Samantha.

Answer: Vera is the tallest and Samantha is the shortest.

Teaching Notes: Some students may solve this problem by drawing a
picture. Students should be encouraged to pursue various solution paths
when appropriate. Discuss each solution with the class.

Problem 5.7 (Grades 3–5)

There are 18 blocks in three unequal stacks.The first stack has 3 more blocks than
the third stack.The third stack has 6 fewer blocks than the second stack.How many
blocks are in each stack?

Solution: Students should take 18 blocks (or any other entities, such as
paper squares) and act out the problem.

Answer: The first stack has 6 blocks, the second has 9 blocks, and the third
has 3 blocks.
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Problem 5.8 (Grades 3–5)

Brunhilde’s mother brought a sheet of 24 stamps home from the post office (see
Figure 5.2). Brunhilde needed three stamps from the sheet, and so she tore out
three connected stamps. How many different shape arrangements of the three
stamps are possible?

Figure 5.2

Solution: Students should be encouraged to take 3 small square tiles,
simulate the action, and see how many different shape arrangements of
3 attached stamps they can make (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3
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Answer: There are 6 different arrangements of the 3 stamps that Brunhilde
can make.

Teaching Notes: Ask the students how they know when they have made
all possible arrangements of the 3 stamps. They should see that they have
arranged the squares in all possible ways.

Problem 5.9 (Grades 5–7)

Mom baked a cake and put it in the refrigerator. Dad came along and ate 1–6 of the
cake. Later, Sam came along and ate 1–5 of what was left. Later, Susan ate

1–4 of what was
left.That evening, Mitchell ate 1–3 of what was left.Arnell, the baby, ate

1–2 of what was
left, and mom finally got to eat the rest of the cake.Who ate the most cake?

Solution: Let’s act out the problem.

• Let’s begin with 6 equal size pieces of paper to simulate the entire
cake.

• Dad eats 1–6 , which leaves 5 equal pieces (or 5–6 of the cake).
• Sam eats 1–5, which leaves 4 equal pieces (notice that Sam’s 1–5 is the

same size as dad’s 1–6 ; the remaining 4 pieces represent 4–6 of the cake).
• Susan eats 1–4 , which leaves 3 equal pieces (again, her 1–4 is the same

size as the other pieces).
• Mitchell eats 1–3 of the pieces, which leaves 2 equal pieces.
• Arnell eats 1 of the remaining 2 pieces, leaving 1 equal-size piece.
• Mom eats the remaining piece of cake.

Notice that although the fractions are different, each person ate the
same amount of cake. This is a great place to point out that a fraction must
represent a part of something—it does not stand alone. In this problem,
each person was taking a fractional part of a different number of pieces.

Answer: Everyone ate the same size piece of cake, namely 1–6 of the cake.
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Problem 5.10 (Grades 3–5)

Marcus, Nina, and Ophelia were hunting Easter eggs. Ophelia found 15 eggs. Nina
found 7 fewer than Marcus.Ophelia found 5 more than Nina.How many Easter eggs
did the three children find altogether?

Solution: Use a pack of chips or blocks to represent the Easter eggs and
actually act it out or simulate the action. Pick three children to represent
Marcus, Nina, and Ophelia. Start by giving Ophelia 15 chips. This is
5 more than Nina, so give Nina 10 chips. Nina found 7 fewer than Marcus,
so Marcus must have 17 chips.

Answer: Together, the children found 17 + 10 + 15 = 42 Easter eggs.

Problem 5.11 (Grades 3–5)

Max has three stacks of blocks with numbers on them as shown in Figure 5.4. He
claims that he can make the sums of the numbers on all three stacks equal the same
amount by moving just one block. How can Max do it?

3

2

1

6

5

4

9

8

7

Figure 5.4

Solution: Get 9 blocks and paste a slip of paper on each with the number
as shown. Students can now physically move the blocks around to see
when the sums are the same in all three stacks. A little bit of logical rea-
soning can help. Because the sum of all 9 numbers is 45, and there are three
equal stacks, each stack must total 45 ÷ 3 = 15. The middle stack already
has a sum of 15, so the block to be moved must come from the other two
stacks. Furthermore, because the first stack only adds up to 6, the block
must come from the third stack. In fact, moving the blocks from stack #3
one at a time to stack #1 will reveal the correct answer.

Answer: Move the “9” block from stack #3 to stack #1. Now all three stacks
have a sum of 15.
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Problem 5.12 (Grades 3–5)

Senta has 16 mineral rocks in her collection. She wants to put them on display in
the school showcase. She arranges them so that there are the same number of
rocks in each row. In how many ways can she do this?

Solution: Take 16 chips and arrange them in all possible ways in equal
rows (see Figure 5.5).

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 5.5

Answer: There are 5 different ways she can arrange the rocks:

2 rows of 8, 8 rows of 2, 4 rows of 4, 16 rows of 1, 1 row of 16.

Teaching Notes: This might be a good time to discuss the fact that 8 rows
of 2 are different from 2 rows of 8—even though they are companions. You
might also point out that 4 × 4 is unique; that is, it has no companion arrange-
ment. If we had 9 rocks, for example, then we could arrange them as 1 × 9
or 9 × 1. However, there would be a single 3 × 3 arrangement with no com-
panion. This could be used to develop the concept of a perfect square.
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6
Working Backwards

This strategy can be difficult for the students to master. For most of
their mathematical lives, they have been taught to start at the begin-

ning of a problem and carry the action through, on a step-by-step basis.
The “Working Backwards” strategy, however, takes the opposite turn. The
students begin with the end result of the problem, and carry the action
backwards to find conditions at the beginning. The mathematical opera-
tions are reversed; so, for example, what was subtraction now becomes the
inverse operation, namely, addition.

Once the answer has been found, the results can be checked by start-
ing with this answer and carrying the action through from start to finish.
This is the one strategy that “advertises” itself by stating the end condi-
tions of the problem and asking to find the starting conditions.

Although, on the surface, the procedure may seem unnatural, it is used
in everyday decision making without much fanfare. Take, for example, the
task of finding the best route to an unfamiliar place on a map. Typically,
we first try to locate the destination point and then gradually work back-
wards through a network of roads until we get to familiar surroundings.
However, when it comes to mathematical applications of this technique,
we have to encourage students to include this procedure in their arsenal of
problem-solving tools, even where it may not be in an obvious problem-
solving technique.
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APPLYING THE WORKING
BACKWARDS STRATEGY

Consider the following problem:

Evelyn, Henry, andAl play a certain game. The playerwho loses each
round must give each of the other players as much money as each of
them has at that time. In Round 1, Evelyn loses and gives Henry and
Al as much money as they each have. In Round 2, Henry loses, and
gives Evelyn andAl as much money as they each then have. Al loses
in Round 3 and gives Evelyn andHenry as muchmoney as they each
have. They decide to quit at this point and discover that they each
have $24. How much money did they each start with?

Solution: You may have begun this problem by setting up a system of
three equations in three variables. Can it be done? Of course! However,
because the problem requires a great deal of subtraction and simplification
of parenthetical expressions, the final set of equations stands the chance of
being incorrect. Even if the correct set of equations is obtained, it must then
be solved simultaneously:

Round Evelyn Henry Al

Start x y z

1 x − y − z 2y 2z

2 2x − 2y − 2z 3y − x − z 4z

3 4x − 4y − 4z 6y − 2x − 2z 7z − x − y

This leads us to the following system of equations:

4x – 4y – 4z = 24,
–2x + 6y – 2z = 24,
–x – y + 7z = 24

Solving the system leads to x = 39, y = 21, and z = 12. Thus, Evelyn
began with $39, Henry began with $21, and Al began with $12.

When a problem states its situation at the end of the story (“They each
have $24”) and asks for the starting situation (“Howmuch money did they
each start with?”), this is almost a sure sign that the working backwards
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strategy could be employed. Let’s see how this makes our work easier. We
begin at the end with each having $24:

End of Round 2: Because Al loses in Round 3, Evelyn and Henry double
what they have in Round 2. Thus at the end of Round 2, Evelyn and Henry
each had $12 and Al had $48 = $24 + $12 + $12.

End of Round 1: Because Henry loses in Round 2, Evelyn and Al double
what they had in Round 1. Thus at the end of Round 1, Evelyn had $6,
Al had $24, and Henry had $12 + $6 + $24 = $42.

Start: Because Evelyn loses in Round 1, Henry and Al double what they
had at the start. Thus, at the start, Henry had $21, Al had $12, and Evelyn
had $6 + $21 + $12 = $39.

These are the same answers we arrived at by solving the problem
algebraically.

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

As we have noted previously, it is important to give yourself and your
students opportunities to discuss their thinking about a problem before
they begin independent work. This is fundamental to using this strategy.
Students must have a reasonable grasp of the structure of a problem prior
to being able to trace the problem from the ending conditions back to the
starting point. In particular, it is essential that students are able, once they
determine a set of starting conditions, to check their answer.

Such discussion might usefully include mention of analogous compu-
tational exercises they have previously mastered. You might focus on sim-
ilarities and ask students to look for clues. As always, students should be
encouraged to plan their mathematics efforts and look for elegant and effi-
cient solutions.

Evelyn Henry Al

End of Round 3 24 24 24

End of Round 2 12 12 48

End of Round 1 6 42 24

Start 39 21 12
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Ilana finished with 28. She had 28.

She got 7 from Luis. She must have previously had 21.

She got 12 from Karl. She must have previously had 9.

She gave Jennie 10. She must have started with 19.

Answer: She started with 19 stamps.

Teaching Notes: To check the answer, begin at the beginning with 19
stamps and follow the action from start to finish. You should end up with
Ilana having 28 stamps.

PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 6.1 (Grades 4–6)

Ilana, Jennie, Karl, and Luis are members of the school stamp club. Last week, they
traded stamps.When the meeting was over and they had finished trading, Ilana had
28 stamps. She had given 10 to Jennie, and she received 12 from Karl and 7 from
Luis. How many stamps did Ilana start with?

Solution: Because we know how many stamps Ilana finished with (the
end condition) and want to know what she started with (the beginning
condition), we can use the working backwards strategy.
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Total time 60 minutes
News − 5 minutes

55 minutes
Weather − 4 minutes

51 minutes
Local announcements − 3 minutes

48 minutes
Commercials − 27 minutes

Songs 21 minutes

Because each song averages 3 minutes, he can play 21 ÷ 3 = 7 songs.

Answer: He can play 7 songs in one hour.

Teaching Notes: Again, work forward as a check. Begin with 21 minutes
of songs. Add 27 minutes for commercials, 3 minutes for local announce-
ments, 4 minutes for weather, and 5 minutes for news. The total should be
60 minutes.

Problem 6.2 (Grades 5–7)

Happy Harry, the new disc jockey, is planning his Saturday evening program. It’s a one-
hour program, but he must allow 5 minutes for news, 4 minutes for weather, 3 min-
utes for local announcements, and 27 minutes for commercials. If each song he plays
averages 3 minutes, how many songs can he plan for his Saturday evening program?

Solution: Because we know the end of the problem (1 hour) and want to
find the earlier information, we can use the working backwards strategy.

Problem 6.3 (Grades 4–5)

Ron has twice the number of baseball cards as Stan. Stan has 9 more cards thanTara.
Tara has 17 cards. How many baseball cards do the three friends have together?

Solution: We know the end of the problem: Tara has 17 cards. We can
begin there and work backwards as follows. Tara has 17 cards. Stan has 9
more than she does, so he has 17 + 9 = 26 cards. Ron has two times the
number of cards that Stan has, so he has 52 cards. Together, the three of
them have 17 + 26 + 52 = 95 cards.

Answer: They have a total of 95 cards.
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Problem 6.4 (Grades 5–7)

There was a jar of chocolate chip cookies on the table. Jamea and Monea were very
hungry because they hadn’t had anything to eat since breakfast, so they ate half the
cookies.ThenVictor came along and noticed the cookies.He ate a third of what was
left in the jar. Shawanna, who was waiting around nearby, decided to take a fourth
of the cookies left in the jar.Then Tiffany came rushing up and took one cookie to
munch on in her class.When Valerie looked at the cookie jar, she saw there were
two cookies left. “How many cookies were in the jar to begin with?” She asked
Jennifer, who had seen the whole thing. Can you answerValerie?

Solution: Because we know the ending of the problem (2 cookies left) and
we want to find the starting situation (how many cookies were in the jar),
the working backwards strategy is one we might find useful.

• Valerie saw 2 cookies in the jar at the end.
• Tiffany took one cookie. Therefore, 3 cookies must have been in the
jar when she arrived.

• Shawanna took 1–4 of the cookies. Therefore, 4 cookies must have been
in the jar when she arrived—that is, she took one cookie.

• Victor ate 1–3 of the cookies. Therefore, 6 cookies must have been in the
jar when he arrived, so when he took 1–3 of the cookies (2), he left 4 in
the jar.

• Jamea and Monea ate half of the cookies. Therefore, there must have
been double the number of cookies in the jar when they arrived, or
12 cookies.

Answer: There were 12 cookies in the cookie jar at the start.
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Problem 6.5 (Grades 5–7)

TheWolverines baseball team opened a new box of baseballs for today’s game.They
sent 11–3 of their baseballs to be rubbed with special mud to take the gloss off.They
gave 15 more baseballs to their star outfielder to autograph. The batboy took
20 baseballs for batting practice.They had only 15 baseballs left. How many baseballs
were in the box at the start?

Solution: We know the condition at the end of the problem (“they had
15 baseballs left”) and we wish to find the number of baseballs with which
the team started. This is a working backwards problem.

• They finished with 15 baseballs.
• The batboy took 20 baseballs, so they must have had 35 baseballs
before that.

• They gave 15 baseballs to the star outfielder, so they must have had
50 baseballs before that.

• They sent 1–3 to be rubbed, so they must have had 75 baseballs to start
with, because 50 represents two-thirds, and 25 is the 1–3 that was taken
away.

Answer: They started with 75 baseballs.

Problem 6.6 (Grades 6–7)

You wish to boil an egg for exactly 15 minutes.The problem is, however, you only
have a 7-minute timer and an 11-minute timer. How can you boil the egg for exactly
15 minutes using only these two timers?

Solution: The strategy here is to work backwards. Neither egg timer alone
can time the egg for 15 minutes. Running the 7-minute timer twice consec-
utively will only give you 14 minutes of timing. The 11-minute timer is still
missing 4 minutes to reach the desired 15 minutes. Howmight we measure
(or time) 4 minutes that could be added on to the 11-minute timer? Turn
both timers over at the same time and let them run. When the 7-minute
timer is finished, there will be exactly 4 minutes left on the 11-minute timer.
This is when you start your timing of the egg boiling. When the 11-minute
timer runs out, turn it over and continue boiling the egg.When the 11-minute
timer runs out this time, the egg has boiled for 4 + 11 = 15 minutes.

Answer: See above.
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Problem 6.7 (Grades 5–7)

Roberto has a bag full of pieces of candy. As he is walking home, he meets his friend
Yehor. He gives Yehor half of what he has and then gives him one extra. He walks
on a little further and meets Rochelle. He gives her half of what he now has, and
then one extra.Walking a little further, he comes upon a child crying. He gives him
half of what he has, and one extra.When he gets home, he looks in the bag and sees
that he has five pieces of candy left. How many did he start with?

Solution: Because we know the ending of the problem and wish to find
out how many pieces of candy he had at the beginning, we can use the
working backwards strategy. Roberto ends up with 5 pieces of candy.
However he gave the crying child half of what he had and one extra. Thus,
he gave him 5 + 1 or 6, so he had 12 pieces of candy at that point. When he
met Rochelle, he gave her half of what he had plus an extra, so he must
have had 26 (half is 13, plus 1 is 14, and 26 – 14 = 12). So, at that point,
he had 26. Now, he gave half of what he had plus one extra when he
met Yehor. So, at that point, he had 54 (half is 27, plus one extra is 28, and
54 – 28 = 26). Thus, Roberto started with 54 pieces of candy in the bag.

Answer: Roberto started with 54 pieces of candy.

Teaching Notes: We can check the answer by starting with 54 pieces of
candy and working forward. Roberto starts with 54 pieces of candy. He
meets Yehor, gives him half (27) plus one extra or 28. Thus, 54 – 28 leaves
him with 26. He meets Rochelle and gives her half (13, plus an extra or 14),
leaving him with 12. He meets the crying child and gives him half (6 plus
an extra, or 7) leaving him with 5. Hence, our answer is correct.
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Packs

5 Number left

+ 4 Ate for breakfast on Day 3

9 Half that were left after dumping

+ 9 Half that were dumped

18 Amount after Day 2

+ 24 Eaten by all 4 on Days 1 and 2 (4 × 3 × 2)

42 Number started with

Answer: The astronauts started with 42 food packs.

Problem 6.8 (Grades 5–7)

There are 4 astronauts in a space capsule orbiting the earth. Each of them ate one
food pack for breakfast, one for lunch, and one for dinner on each of the first two
days. That evening, by mistake, someone dumped half of what food was left into
space.When they woke up the next morning, they each had one pack for breakfast.
They counted and found only 5 food packs left. How many food packs had they
started with?

Solution: Let’s try to work backwards.

Problem 6.9 (Grades 5–7)

Jack took 11 math tests this semester, and his average (mean) score is 75. His
teacher decided that each student could drop his or her lowest test score and then
the teacher would compute their averages over again. Jack dropped the 25 he had
scored on one test.What would be his new average?

Solution: Let’s use the working backwards strategy. To compute an aver-
age or mean, we add all the scores and divide by the number of scores.
Because Jack’s average for 11 tests is 75, his total before dividing must be
75 × 11 = 825. Let’s subtract the 25 score Jack is dropping. The new total is
800 with only 10 tests. Thus, his new average is 800 ÷ 10 = 80.

Answer: His new average would be 80.
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Problem 6.10 (Grades 3–4)

Sam is saving to buy an electronic remote for his Speedo cars.He checked the price
on January 1. He checked again in April, and it was now $6.00 higher than in January.
He finally bought it in July, and it was twice as high as it had been in April; it was
$52.00. How much would he have saved if he had bought it in January?

Solution: Let’s work backwards.

July: $52.00 $52.00

April: half as much as July $26.00

January: $6 less than April $20.00

He would have saved $52.00 − $20.00 = $32.00.

Answer: He would have saved $32.00 if he had bought it in January.

Problem 6.11 (Grades 4–6)

Doug is working on a math problem in class. By mistake, he multiplies by 10 then
divides by 5 instead of multiplying by 5 and then dividing by 10. If the incorrect
answer he got was 3, what is the correct answer?

Solution:Wemust first find the original number with which Doug started.
The working backwards method will be useful here.

Doug ended up with 3 after dividing by 5, so he must have had 15 at
that point. He got 15 when he multiplied by 10, so he must have begun
with 1.5. Now, we will work forward from 1.5 using the correct operations.

1.5 × 5 = 7.5

7.5 ÷ 10 = 0.75

Answer: The correct answer is 0.75.
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Problem 6.12 (Grades 5–7)

Martha stopped at the bank and took out some money. She left an envelope with
the money in it on the kitchen table. On his way to work, Stu took half the money.
An hour later, Rich needed some money so he took half the money that was in the
envelope. Later, Ed took half the money that was in the envelope when he left the
house.When Martha came home, she found $10 in the envelope.How much money
had been in the envelope at the start?

Solution: Let’s work backward from the amount that remains at the end of
the day to figure out how much was in the envelope at the beginning
of the day. Because Ed left $10 in the envelope, he must have taken $10.
So, there was $20 in the envelope before he got to it. When Rich saw the
envelope, it must have held exactly $40 (twice 20 dollars). He would have
taken half, or $20, and left half, $20. Similarly, Stu would have seen twice
this $40, or $80 in the envelope. He took $40 and left $40.

Answer: There was $80 in the envelope to start.

Problem 6.13 (Grades 3–5)

The four children in the Barnes family decided to have a surprise party for their dad.
Lucy paid $12 for paper plates and cups. Mark spent $10 for the decorations.
Neville spent $8 on apple juice. Olivia bought the cake for $10.To share the costs
equally, how much money should each child give to the others?

Solution: We can work backwards by first determining what each person
had to pay by finding the total amount required and then dividing by the
number of participants.

The total spent on the party was $12 + $10 + $10 + $8 = $40. Because
there are 4 children, $40 ÷ 4 = $10. Each child should pay $10.

Now we can examine what each child spent and decide who owes
money to whom. Mark and Olivia have each spent exactly $10. Neville
should give Lucy $10 – $8 = $2.

Answer: Neville should give Lucy $2.00.

Teaching Notes: This might be an excellent time to discuss with the
students how to make a problem simpler by breaking it up into its parts
and solving each part separately.
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7
Finding a Pattern

Afamous mathematician once said that mathematics is a search for
patterns. Patterns occur in many situations. Students need practice

in examining data to see if a pattern exists. Some problems will actually
state that a pattern exists in a sequence of numbers and ask the student to
find the pattern and/or continue the sequence for an additional few terms.
Other problems may require a table or list to organize the data and see if a
pattern emerges. However, a very powerful problem-solving strategy for
problems that do not directly call for finding a pattern is, in fact, to search
for a pattern and then use it to solve the problem.

In everyday life situations, we are often called on to find a pattern to
solve a problem, but not asked to do so directly. Take, for example, search-
ing for a particular address in a neighborhood with which you are not
familiar. If you are looking for 523 Main Street, you first determine on
which side are the odd-numbered addresses, and then in which order the
numbers are ascending or descending. This involves finding the pattern
and then continuing it to your goal. Finding a pattern can sometimes be
quite challenging, whereas at other times, it is almost directly presented to
you. The best way for students to learn to discover patterns is to practice
finding patterns in different problem situations.
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APPLYING THE FINDING A PATTERN STRATEGY

Consider the following problem:

We have a function machine that operates only on the given
number and no other. Thus, if we input 3, the machine can only
operate on 3s. The machine uses the four fundamental operations
of arithmetic (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division)
either alone or in combination. Here are the first five outputs for
inputs of x = 1 through 5:

Input (x) Output

1 1

2 9

3 29

4 67

5 129

6 221

What is the value if we input 9?

Solution: You may have begun this problem by attempting to guess the
function rule. This is a very difficult and time-consuming task. However,
the problem can be solved by using the finding a pattern strategy together
with some reasoning to determine what the function machine is doing
when we input a number. The output appears to be close to the cube of the
input number. That is,

Input (x) Output x3 Difference (from x3)

1 1 1 0

2 9 8 + 1 or (2−1)

3 29 27 + 2 or (3−1)

4 67 64 + 3 or (4−1)

5 129 125 + 4 or (5−1)

6 221 216 + 5 or (6−1)
• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

x x3 + (x−1)
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However, because our output can contain only the input number, we must
express x3 as x•x•x and (x – 1) as (x – x–x). Thus, our output rule for an input
of x seems to be x•x•x + x – (x – x–x), and the answer to our problem is
9•9•9 + (9 – 9–9 ) = 93 + 8 = 729 + 8 = 737.

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

In order to effectively utilize geometric and numeric patterns in problem
solving, your students need to

1. Understand the purpose for and context of the pattern. Example: In
the above problem, understanding that we are looking for a pattern
that describes the mathematical relationship between input and
output.

2. Identify the repeating elements in the pattern. Example: In the above
problem, noticing that the output values are near the cubes of the
input.

3. Extend the identified pattern. Example: In the above problem, con-
jecturing that an input x gives as output x3 + (x–1).

Although such skills have their roots in the primary grades, they are
continuing to be developed in grades 3 through 5. In addition to continued
and varied exploration of patterns—such as offered in this chapter—your
students need to learn to first notice and to then systematically organize
their observations. Much of this can be addressed in class discussions prior
to and subsequent to students beginning independent work. Multiple
student descriptions will lay the groundwork for exploring how a pattern
might be continued. Multiple student solutions will allow you to address
both efficiency and elegance. Keep in mind, however, that noticing and
extending only provide an outline for solving the problem. Your students
must still use their conceptual understandings and computational skills to
create a solution.
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PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 7.1 (Grades 5–6)

Find the next two terms in the sequence

5, 11, 23, 47, . . .

Solution: The pattern for each term after the first in this sequence is to
double the previous term and add 1. Thus the sequence is:

5 = 5
2(5) + 1 = 10 + 1 = 11
2(11) + 1 = 22 + 1 = 23
2(23) + 1 = 46 + 1 = 47
2(47) + 1 = 94 + 1 = 95
2(95) + 1 = 190 + 1 = 191
(Algebraically, the formula for any term is 2n + 1 where n is the
previous term.)

Some students may recognize a pattern of add 6, add 12, add 24, and
so on. Thus, the fifth term is found by adding 48: 48 + 47 = 95. The next
term is found by adding 96: 95 + 96 = 191. Either pattern rule is fine to solve
the problem. Remember, many mathematics problems have more than one
method of solution. It is good to provide students with alternate solutions,
because each one increases their problem-solving fluency.

Answer: The next two terms are 95 and 191.

Problem 7.2 (Grades 4–5)

Mark is cutting circles from cardboard to make a poster for the backdrop in the
school play.The diameter of the first circle is 6 cm.The diameter of the next circle
is 5.5 cm, the next 5 cm.He continues in this manner, cutting circles, and his final cir-
cle has a diameter of 2.5 cm. How many circles did he cut out from the cardboard?

Solution: We examine the data, looking for a pattern. The pattern rule tells
us that each circle is 0.5 cm smaller than the previous one. Let’s make a
table to organize the data, then follow the pattern:

Circle # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Diameter Size 6 5.5 5 4.5 4 3.5 3 2.5

He reaches a circle of diameter 2.5 at the eighth circle.

Answer: He cut 8 circles from the cardboard.
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Problem 7.3 (Grades 4–6)

Mr. Evans is designing square swimming pools. Each pool has a square center that is
the area of the water. Mr. Evans uses blue tiles to show the water. Around the
square pool, he puts a border of white tiles. Figure 7.1 shows pictures of the three
smallest pools he can design:

Pool 1 Pool 2 Pool 3

Figure 7.1

How many white tiles will there be in a pool that has 25 blue tiles?

Solution: Let’s organize the data and see if a pattern emerges.

Pool # Blue Tiles White Tiles

1 1 × 1 = 1 8

2 2 × 2 = 4 12

3 3 × 3 = 9 16

Aha! Each time the number of blue tiles increases to the next perfect
square, the number of white tiles increases by 4. Continue the table.

4 4 × 4 = 16 20

5 5 × 5 = 25 24

This leads to our answer.
Some students may notice that the number of white tiles is the same as

the perimeter of the square made up of the blue tiles plus the 4 tiles needed
for each corner.

Answer: There are 24 white squares in the pool that has 25 blue tiles.
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Problem 7.4 (Grades 6–8)

A regular hexagon has each side of length 1" (Figure 7.2).Two hexagons placed side
by side as shown in Figure 7.3 have a perimeter of 10" (the darkened line).Three hexa-
gons placed side by side have a perimeter of 14" (the darkened line in Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.2

Figure 7.3

Figure 7.4

What would be the perimeter of the figure formed by 6 hexagons placed side by
side in the same manner?

Solution: Let’s see if we can discover a pattern each time we add a hexa-
gon to the previous ones. If there is such a pattern we can use it to solve
the problem for any number of hexagons.
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Number of Hexagons Perimeter

1 6"

2 10"

3 14"

The perimeter seems to increase by 4 as the number of hexagons
increases by 1. Continue the table.

Number of Hexagons Perimeter

1 6"

2 10"

3 14"

4 18"

5 22"

6 26"

We now have the number of tiles for 6 hexagons.
Some of your students might notice that the perimeter is equal to the

number of hexagons multiplied by 4 and add 2, or, algebraically, P = 4H + 2.

Answer: The perimeter of a figure formed by 6 hexagons placed side by
side is 26.

Teaching Notes: The problem could be made more visual using hexagonal
pattern blocks. Students might also notice a pattern: There are four sides
on each of the hexagons when they are placed end to end and always two
sides on the ends. Algebraically, this can be represented as 4H + 2.
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Problem 7.6 (Grades 3–5)

A standard traffic light turns green then yellow then red, then green and so on.What
color is the 13th light?

Solution: The sequence of lights is green, yellow, red, green, yellow. . . .
Let’s make a table and follow this pattern.

Light # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Color g y r g y r g y r g y r g y r

The 13th light would be green. Notice that the sequence of green lights
is 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, . . .

Answer: The 13th light is green.

Problem 7.5 (Grades 3–6)

What are the next two numbers in the sequence 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, . . . ?

Solution: If we look at these numbers we should be able to recognize a
pattern of a different sort; namely, these are consecutive prime numbers—
that is, numbers that can be divided only by themselves and 1. Therefore,
the next two prime numbers are 19 and 23.

Answer: 19 and 23.
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Problem 7.7 (Grades 5–7)

A string is laid out to form a large “C” as shown in Figure 7.5.When we cut it with
a single vertical line, we get 3 pieces.When we cut it with two vertical lines, we get
5 pieces.When we cut it with three vertical lines, we get 7 pieces. Into how many
pieces will 7 vertical lines divide the C?

Solution: Let’s make a table of what we know and see if any pattern develops.

Number of cuts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Number of pieces 3 5 7

3 2 1

5

4
3 lines
7 pieces

6 7

2 1

3
2 lines
5 pieces

4 5

1

2
1 line
3 pieces

3

Figure 7.5



There is a pattern. Each time we add a cut, the number of pieces
increases by 2. Thus, for 4 cuts, we have 9 pieces; for 5 cuts, we have
11 pieces; for 6 cuts, we have 13 pieces; and for 7 cuts, we have 15 pieces.

Answer: There will be 15 pieces if we make 7 vertical line cuts.

Teaching Notes: Notice that some students may recognize that the number
of pieces is 2 times the number of cuts plus 1, or, algebraically, P = 2n + 1,
where n is the number of cuts and P is the number of pieces.
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Problem 7.8 (Grades 5–7)

Laura has trained her pet kangaroo, Sam, to hop up a flight of 7 steps. Sam can hop
up one step at a time or two steps at a time. Sam hops up the flight a different way
each time. How many different ways can Sam hop up the flight of seven steps?

Solution: We will begin with a simpler situation, building up to the
required one, and searching for a pattern that might allow us to get the
answer more quickly than if we were to exhaust all possibilities. We’ll
reduce the complexity to one step, then solve for two steps, then for three
steps, and so on, and see if a pattern emerges.

Number of Steps Ways Sam Can Hop Number of Ways

1 1 1

2 1–1, 2 2

3 1–1–1, 2–1, 1–2 3

4 1–1–1–1, 2–1–1, 2–2 5

1–2–1

1–1–2
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Aha! Each step appears to require the number of hops equal to the sum
of the two previous steps (i.e., 1 + 2 = 3, 2 + 3 = 5). Let’s try one more to see
if our pattern rule is correct.

Our pattern rule is right, and the sequence is 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34.
Rather than write the sequence, some students might simply continue

the table for seven steps. This is perfectly correct and will lead to the same
answer, 34. Notice, too, that this sequence of numbers is known as the
Fibonacci numbers, where each is the sum of the previous two numbers.
This sequence occurs in this problem because, in order to reach a given
step, Sam must hop from either the step one below or the step two below.

Answer: Sam can hop up the staircase in 34 different ways.

Number of Steps Ways Sam Can Hop Number of Ways

1 1 1

2 1–1, 2 2

3 1–1–1, 2–1, 1–2 3

4 1–1–1–1, 2–1–1, 2–2 5

1–2–1

1–1–2

5 1–1–1–1–1, 2–1–1–1, 1–2–2 8

1–2–1–1, 2–1–2

1–1–2–1, 2–2–1

1–1–1–2
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Problem 7.9 (Grades 6–7)

David works for an art gallery. He is designing a large wall covering for a client.The
entire design is made up of 50 concentric squares (squares with the same center
and sides parallel). Figure 7.6 shows the first four squares of his design and gives the
length of one side of each square. David is going to outline the perimeter of each
square with wool. How many feet of wool does he need to outline all 50 squares?

1

3

5

7

Figure 7.6

Solution: We examine the data and see if we can find a pattern to help us.
Because a square has four equal sides, we can find the sum of one side of
each square and then multiply by four. This will let us use smaller
numbers. Starting from the smallest square and moving outward, the
lengths of the sides form a sequence of the first 50 odd numbers: 1, 3, 5,
7, . . . , 99. We need to compute the sum 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + . . . + 99.

1 = 1

1 + 3 = 4

1 + 3 + 5 = 9

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 = 16

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 = 25

Notice that the sums are perfect squares. In fact, each sum is the square
of the number of terms being added.

1 = 1 = 12

1 + 3 = 4 = 22

1 + 3 + 5 = 9 = 32

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 = 16 = 42

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 = 25 = 52



Using this pattern, the sum of all 50 terms will be 502, or 2,500. Now we
multiply by 4 to find the perimeter and arrive at 10,000 feet of wool.

You can also look at this problem from a different point of view, using
a different pattern (or, if you wish, organizing data). We need to compute
the sum 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + . . . + 99. Instead of adding the numbers in the order
in which they are written here, consider the partial sums: 1 + 99 = 100,
3 + 97 = 100, 5 + 95 = 100, . . . , 49 + 51 = 100. The total of these sums is
25 × 100 = 2,500. As before, we then multiply by 4 to get 10,000.

Answer: David will need 10,000 feet of wool for the wall covering.

83Finding a Pattern
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Problem 7.10 (Grades 6–7)

When students begin the study of probability, they usually run into tree diagrams
early on. In some problems, it is often helpful to make tree diagrams similar to the
one in Figure 7.7.

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Figure 7.7

This drawing shows four layers and 15 branches in all. If we continued this draw-
ing for 8 layers, how many branches would there be?

Solution: We could actually continue drawing the tree diagram until we
had shown 8 layers. However, this would be complicated to draw and
might not be very accurate. Instead, let’s look for a pattern describing the
relationship between the layers and branches.

Layer Total Branches

1 1

2 3

3 7

4 15
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The difference between successive numbers of branches is 2, 4,
8, . . . and continues doubling. This would make sense, because each
branch emits two new ones in the next layer. Thus, we continue the table
as follows:

Layer Total Branches

1 1

2 3

3 7

4 15

5 31

6 63

7 127

8 255

Answer: There would be 255 branches in the eighth layer.
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Problem 7.11 (Grades 3–4)

Lim is making a shelf for her dolls. She has 17 interlocking blocks and wants to make
the largest shelf possible. If she uses 5 blocks, she can make a shelf that holds 3 dolls.
Six blocks will hold 4 dolls. Seven blocks make a 5-doll shelf, and 8 blocks make an
8-doll shelf as shown in Figure 7.8. How many dolls will fit on the shelf if she con-
tinues in this manner and uses all 17 interlocking blocks?

3 Dolls

5 Dolls

X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X XX

6 Dolls

4 Dolls

Figure 7.8

Solution:Wewillmake a table ofwhatwe know and see if a pattern emerges.

Blocks 5 6 7 8 . . . 15 16 17

Dolls 3 4 5 6 . . . 13 14 15

The number of dolls seems to be 2 less than the number of blocks. Let’s
continue the table.

Blocks 5 6 7 8

Dolls 3 4 5 6

Answer: Her shelf will hold 15 dolls.

Teaching Notes: Some students may reason the problem out deductively.
They see, for example, that with the exception of the two blocks forming
the “legs,” the remaining blocks each hold 1 doll. Thus, for 17 blocks,
2 form the legs and 15 dolls can be accommodated. This is an excellent
solutionwith sound logical reasoning and should be discussedwith the class.
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Problem 7.12 (Grades 3–4)

During theWorld Series, one pitcher used a pattern when he pitched.The pattern
was two fastballs followed by two sliders followed by a change-of-pace pitch. If the
pattern continues, what kind of pitch will the 18th pitch be?

Solution: Because the pitcher pitches according to a set pattern, we can try
to discover the pattern rule. The sequence he follows is F F S S C, repeat-
ing in groups of five. Thus, the 18th pitch will be a slider pitch, because
there will be three groups of 5 when 15 pitches have been thrown. Therefore,
three pitches later, he will have thrown his 18th pitch. The actual sequence
of pitches would be:

F F S S C F F S S C F F S S C F F S . . .

Answer: The 18th pitch would be a slider.

Teaching Notes: The emphasis in this problem is on the pattern that
repeats. This happens in groups of 5. Thus, the students want to know the
3rd pitch in the 4th set of 5, which is the 18th pitch.
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8
Logical Reasoning

Although solving any problem requires logical thinking or reasoning,
some problems depend upon logical reasoning as the primary strat-

egy for solving them. These can range from the simple logic of what size
product yields the best price per object (i.e., the better buy) to problems
that consist of a logical chain of inferences. An inference is made, which
leads to a second inference, and so on. One inference leads to another. The
logical process continues until the problem has been resolved.

APPLYING THE LOGICAL
REASONING STRATEGY

Consider the following problem:

Ruth, Stan, Ted, Una, Vicky, and Walt are going to dinner to cele-
brate Vicky’s and Walt’s graduation from high school. Each
person’s meal costs the same amount. Vicky and Walt are being
treated for their own meal, but each must chip in equally for his or
her share of the other’s meal. How much should each person pay
if the total bill was $108.00?
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Solution: One of the first solutions that comes to mind is algebraic. Now

$108 ÷ 6 = a cost of $18 per meal

Let 2x represent the amount each person pays for Vicky and Walt. Then

Ruth pays $18 + 2x
Stan pays $18 + 2x
Ted pays $18 + 2x
Una pays $18 + 2x
Vicky pays x
Walt pays x

So

$72 + 10x = $108
10x = $36
x = $3.60

Vicky and Walt each paid $3.60; everyone else paid $18 + $7.20 = $25.20.
Let’s try to solve this problem using logical reasoning. We know that

Vicky paid 1–5 of Walt’s meal, or 1–5 of $18 = $3.60. At the same time, Walt paid
1–5 of Vicky’s meal or $3.60, for a total of $7.20. If we subtract the $7.20 from
the total bill of $108, we have $100.80 left for the remaining four people to
share. Dividing $100.80 by 4, we obtain $25.20 per person, the amount paid
by Ruth, Stan, Ted, and Una. Vicky and Walt each paid $3.60.

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

Problems involving logical reasoning often include a substantial amount
of data that, at first glance, appears overwhelming and confusing. The
solution strategy, as has been noted, is to draw logical conclusions from
such data; that is, to use inference. However, this requires that your students
learn how to sensibly and systematically organize the data. This includes
learning how to analyze clues—for instance, how to use the process of
elimination, lists, Venn diagrams, or matrix logic.

It is also critical that your students discuss their thinking with you and
their classmates. When students are asked to solve a problem requiring logi-
cal reasoning, it is not just a matter of jumping from one fact to another. It
often requires reading between the lines. For example, it does not say—although
it can be inferred—in the above problem that Vicky pays 1–5 of Walt’s meal.
This will be a new experience for many of your students, and they will need
to discuss and explore a number of problems as they acquire the taste of effi-
ciency and elegance that logical reasoning brings to problem solving.
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PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 8.1 (Grades 3–4)

A man has a drawer with only black and blue socks in it. He wants to be certain
he has a matching pair of socks, but it is dark in the room and he can’t tell the
socks apart. How many socks must he pull from the drawer to be sure he has a
matching pair?

Solution: A logical approach would be to assume the worst-case scenario,
namely, that he pulls out one black sock and one blue sock on his first two
pulls. The third sock must guarantee that he has a matching pair.

Answer: He must draw 3 socks from the drawer.

Problem 8.2 (Grades 3–4)

Ron, Stan, Tom, and Ursula were entered in a ping-pong tournament. Ron lost to
Ursula in the first-round game.Tom won one game and lost one game.Tom played
Ursula in the second round.Who won the tournament?

Solution: Here we can only use logical reasoning. We begin with Tom’s
record. Tom won one game and lost one game. He must have won his first-
round game in order to get into the second round. Ron lost to Ursula in the
first round. This enabled Ursula to be in the second round. But Tom must
have lost to Ursula in the second round, because he won only one game.
Thus, Ursula was the tournament winner.

Answer: Ursula won the tournament.
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Problem 8.3 (Grades 6–7)

Determine the values for A, B, C, and D if they are all positive whole numbers and

A × B = 24
A + B = 14
C × D = 48
A × D = 192
B × C = 6

Solution: Let’s use some logical reasoning together with our knowledge of
arithmetic. Because A × B = 24, we can examine the factor pairs of 24. A and
B can only be 1 and 24, 2 and 12, 3 and 8, or 4 and 6. Furthermore, because
A + B = 14, A and B can only be 12 and 2. Notice that the last relationship,
B × C = 6, tells us that B must be 2 and A must be 12. Furthermore, if B = 2,
C must be 3. Because C × D = 48, D must be 16.

The logical reasoning strategy must be used by students in an open-
thinking mode, and as long as students can justify their steps logically,
these steps should be accepted. This can be a nice group activity.

Answer: A = 12, B = 2, C = 3, D = 16.

Problem 8.4 (Grades 4–6)

Mrs. Adams planted three kinds of berry plants in her garden. Of these, 1–2 are
blueberries, 1–4 are strawberries, and the rest are raspberries. She planted 10 raspberry
plants. How many berry plants did she plant altogether?

Solution: By logically reasoning what we are given and what we are asked
to find, we realize that the raspberries must be the remaining quarter of the
circle, since . Thus, 1–4 = 10 raspberry plants. Therefore, the number
of strawberry plants, which also represents 1–4 of the plants, must also be 10.
Then 1–2 of the plants are blueberry, which must be 20 in number.

Answer: She planted 10 + 10 + 20 = 40 plants altogether.

1
2
+ 1

4
= 3

4
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Answer: One region has 11 + 12 + 1 + 2 = 26, another region has 10 + 9 + 3 +
4 = 26, and a third region has 8 + 7 + 6 + 5 = 26.

Problem 8.5 (Grades 3–5)

Draw 2 straight lines across the face of a clock (see Figure 8.1) so that the sum of
the numbers in each region is the same.

1

2

39

48

57

11
10

12

6

Figure 8.2

1

2

39

48

10

57

11
12

6

Figure 8.1

Solution: A little logical reasoning should help. If we simply draw two
intersecting lines to form four regions, we will be bunching the small
numbers together and the large numbers together. This will be unbalanced
from the start. Let’s examine the problem logically. If we add all 12
numbers on the clock, we obtain 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 11 +
12 = 78. Now, because the sum within each region must be the same, we
divide by 3. That sum is 26. This makes the work easier. The answer is
shown in Figure 8.2.
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Problem 8.6 (Grades 3–4)

In the bottom of the pile of junk in the lake are a cup, a jar, a shoe, and an old tire.
A fish, a frog, a crab, and a snake came along.The snake went into the jar and fell
asleep.The crab crawled into the shoe.The fish won’t go near the tire. Into which
object did each creature go?

Solution: Make a matrix and fill in the clues. Remember, a “Yes” in any
column means an “X” or a “No” in all other items in that column (up and
down) and row (horizontally across). Thus, the first clue tells us that the
snake went into the jar. This means a “Yes” in that cell of the matrix. It also
means no one else could be in the jar (all Xs in that column), nor could the
snake be anywhere else (all Xs in that row). Continue in a similar manner
using the clues, one at a time.

The matrix shows which creature was in which object.

Answer: The fish is in the cup, the frog is in the tire, the crab is in the shoe,
and the snake is in the jar.

Teaching Notes: This kind of logic problem is known as matrix logic
because it involves drawing a rectangular matrix. It is quite popular with
students, and it is one that is most often used.

Cup Jar Shoe Tire

Fish Yes X X X

Frog X X X Yes

Crab X X Yes X

Snake X Yes X X
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Problem 8.7 (Grades 5–7)

Gene, Roberta, and Alex own a sedan, a convertible, and a sports car (but not nec-
essarily in that order). Use the following clues to determine who owns which car.

a. Roberta has one more child than the owner of the convertible.

b. Alex is the brother-in-law of the sports car owner.

c. The owner of the convertible beat Alex in ping pong.

Solution: The first clue tells us that Roberta could not be the owner of the
convertible, Clue c tells us that Alex could not be the owner of the con-
vertible. Thus, it is Gene who owns the convertible. Clue b tells us that
Alex could not own the sports car. The owner of the sports car must be
Roberta. This leaves the sedan for Alex.

Answer: Gene owns the convertible, Roberta owns the sports car, and Alex
owns the sedan.

Problem 8.8 (Grades 4–6)

Three children, Frank, Katie, and Sherrie, are entered in the charity Bike-a-Thon.
Their pledges total $2.00 per mile for each of them. Katie, the oldest, rode twice as
far as Sherrie. Frank, the youngest child, rode 8 miles. Sherrie rode 5 miles more
than Frank. How much money did each child earn for the charity?

Solution: We can use each of the clues in the problem to find out how
many miles each child rode. Then we can find the amount each one earned
for the charity. Notice that the fact that Katie is the oldest, Frank is the
youngest, and Sherrie is the middle child in age has nothing to do with the
problem.

The problem tells us that Frank rode 8 miles. Because Sherrie rode
5 miles more than Frank, she rode 8 + 5 = 13 miles. Katie rode twice as far
as Sherrie, so she rode 13 × 2 = 26 miles. We can now find how much
money each child earned:

Frank: 8 × $2.00 = $16.00
Katie: 26 × $2.00 = $52.00
Sherrie: 13 × $2.00 = $26.00

Answer: Frank earned $16.00, Katie earned $52.00, and Sherrie earned $26.00.
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Problem 8.9 (Grades 5–7)

Mario went to the movies last Friday.While he was there, he bought hot popcorn
(without butter) and a cold apple juice. The popcorn costs $2 plus half its price,
while the juice costs $1 plus half its price. He bought one box of popcorn and one
juice.What was his total cost if the tax is included?

Solution: Let’s use some logical reasoning. If the popcorn costs $2 plus
half its price, then the $2 must be the “other half” of the price. So, the pop-
corn costs $4. Similarly, the price of the juice must be $1 plus $1 or $2.

Answer: Mario spent $6 on popcorn and juice.

Problem 8.10 (Grades 5–6)

John’s homework was writing large numbers that would be divisible by 3. He spilled
some ink over the last digit in his number: 123,547,295,42__.What is the missing
digit in John’s number if it is divisible by 3?

Solution: We shall use the rule for divisibility by 3 and some logical rea-
soning. A number is divisible by 3 if the sum of its digits is a multiple of 3.
Thus, 327 is divisible by 3 because 3 + 2 + 7 = 12, which is divisible by 3.

If we add 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 4 + 7 + 2 + 9 + 5 + 4 + 2, we get 44. Thus, the
missing digit cannot be 0 because 44 is not divisible by 3. What can it be?
It could be 1 (the sum of the digits would be 45) or it could be 4 (the sum
would be 48) or it could be 7 (the sum would be 51). Thus, there is more
than one possible correct answer.

Answer: The missing digit that was covered by ink could be 1, 4, or 7.

Problem 8.11 (Grades 4–6)

Ron, Sarah, and Theo are salespersons at the used car fair. They sold a Honda, a
Toyota, and a Nissan.The person who sold theToyota is older than Sarah.Theo sold
the Nissan.Which car did each person sell?

Solution: Let’s use some logical reasoning. Because the person who sold
the Toyota is older than Sarah, it was not Sarah who sold the Toyota.
Furthermore, because Theo sold the Nissan, Sarah could only have sold
the Honda. This leaves the Toyota for Ron.

Answer: Ron sold theToyota, Sarah sold theHonda, andTheo sold theNissan.
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Problem 8.13 (Grades 6–7)

Michelle has a coin collection in three boxes. One box contains all dimes, one con-
tains all nickels, and one contains both nickels and dimes. During a recent flood, the
labels fell off and her younger brother put them all back on the boxes. However, all
three boxes are now labeled incorrectly.Without looking into the boxes, Michelle
took one coin from one of the boxes. She looked at the coin and said, “Now I can
label the boxes correctly.” How did she do it?

Solution: Take one coin from the box labeled “Nickels and Dimes.”
Suppose it is a nickel. Then the box cannot contain “Nickels and Dimes,”
so it must be labeled incorrectly. Thus, that box is “Nickels.” This means
the box labeled “Dimes” cannot be dimes, but must be “Nickels and
Dimes.” Finally, this leaves only the box labeled “Nickels” as the box con-
taining the dimes. A similar argument can be made if the coin taken from
the box labeled “Nickels and Dimes” is a dime.

Answer: The box labeled “Nickels and Dimes” contains only nickels. The
box labeled “Nickels” cannot contain nickels and must contain the dimes.
Thus, the box labeled “Dimes” must contain the nickels and dimes.

Teaching Notes: It may help the students if you draw three boxes and
label them incorrectly as N, D, and N & D. Then, by removing one coin
from the box labeled “Nickels and Dimes,” we immediately relabeled that
box as either all N or all D. We can cross out the original labels and con-
tinue the discussion with the remaining two drawings.

Problem 8.12 (Grades 4–6)

Mrs. Ross has three children: Louis, Myra, and Howard.The sum of their ages is 34.
Louis is the oldest. Myra is not the youngest. Howard is 8 years younger than the
oldest who is 16 years old. How old are the three children?

Solution: We use logical reasoning. The problem tells us that Louis is the
oldest and that he is 16. Myra is not the youngest, which means Howard
is the youngest. This makes Howard 8 years old (8 years younger than
Louis). The middle child is Myra. Because the sum of the ages of the three
children is 34, we add 16 + 8 = 24. This leaves 10 years for Myra.

Answer: Louis is 16, Myra is 10, and Howard is 8.
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Problem 8.15 (Grades 6–7)

An ad appeared in a local paper offering to sell a piece of land at $25 per square
foot.The ad showed a picture of the lot (see Figure 8.3):

35 ft.

80
ft.45 ft.

Figure 8.3

Mr. and Mrs.Adams decided to buy the plot of land and use it for a billboard for
the new science museum. How much should they pay?

Solution: Let’s examine the plot of land from a logical point of view. The
sum of the two legs is 35 + 45 = 80. The triangle could not exist, because the
sum of any two legs of a triangle must be greater than the third leg.

Answer: They shouldn’t pay anything! The plot of land does not exist!

Teaching Notes: This problem depends on a student’s knowledge of the
properties of a triangle. It provides an excellent problem situation in which
to review the concepts of the relative lengths of the sides of a triangle.

Problem 8.14 (Grades 4–6)

The Saunders family took a camping trip. The four children are sleeping in two
double-decker bunk beds in the closest cabin. From youngest to oldest, the children
are Maureen,Nathan,Oran, and Patricia.Nathan’s younger sister is in the bed below
Oran’s older sister. Nathan and Oran drew lots to see who got the upper bed.
Nathan lost.Where are the four children sleeping in the cabin?

Solution: We use logical reasoning. The sisters are Maureen and Patricia,
and the brothers are Nathan and Oran. Nathan and Oran drew lots and
Nathan lost, so Oran is in the upper bunk bed. Similarly, the problem tells
us that Patricia, the younger sister, is below the older sister, Maureen.

Answer: The upper bunk beds belong to Maureen and Oran. Nathan is
below Oran and Patricia is below Maureen.
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Problem 8.17 (Grades 4–6)

Jan was walking past the school parking lot and noticed a strange fact.All but three
of the cars parked there were made by General Motors, all but three of the cars
were made by Ford, all but three were made by Chrysler, and all but three were
made by Nissan.What’s the smallest number of cars that Jan could have seen in the
parking lot?

Solution: Let’s use some logical reasoning. Rather than focus our attention
on what must be in the parking lot, look at what need not be there. There
needs to be at least four cars in the lot because there is at least one car made
by each manufacturer. It is not difficult to show that there need be only
four cars in the lot. We need one by each of the given manufacturers. The
other 3 are not by that manufacturer.

Answer: The minimum number of cars in the lot is 4.

Problem 8.16 (Grades 3–5)

The coach of the high school tennis team has to select two men and two women
to join the team. Six people had tried out. But the demands of six students made it
difficult for him to choose.

(1) Mitch said,“I’ll play only if Sarah plays also.”

(2) Sarah said,“I won’t play if Ron is on the team!”

(3) Ron said,“I won’t play if Dan or Emily is on the team.”

(4) Dan said,“I’ll play only if Amanda plays.”

(5) Amanda really didn’t care.

Who should he choose?

Solution: Let’s see if logical reasoning makes solving this problem easier.
The first statement says that Mitch and Sarah must be together. The fourth
clue says that Dan and Amanda must be together. If Ron is chosen, clue
three tells us that Dan and Emily are eliminated and clue two says Sarah
would be eliminated if Ron were picked. So, this means that Ron cannot
play, because if he did, three people would not play, leaving only three
members of the team. The coach should select Mitch, Sarah, Dan, and
Amanda.

Answer: The coach should choose Mitch, Sarah, Dan, and Amanda.
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9
Making a Drawing

To try to solve a geometric problem without drawing a diagram of the
situation would be rather silly. Yet a drawing can be quite useful

sometimes in solving non-geometric problems. As a matter of fact, there
are times when drawing a diagram to solve a non-geometric problem is
indispensable. Yet determining when a problem can be better solved with
the aid of a diagram is something that comes with some practice. In this
chapter, we will give you a few illustrations to begin your thinking in that
direction. We will look at some problems that make use of a drawing to
clarify a situation, or help the problem solver reach a satisfactory conclusion.

APPLYING THE MAKING A DRAWING STRATEGY

Consider the following problem:

Al is holding four cards in his hand: the ace of spades, the ace of
hearts, the ace of clubs, and the ace of diamonds. Steve pulls two of
the cards from Al’s hand without looking. What is the probability
that Steve has pulled at least one black ace? (Note the clubs and the
spades are the black cards.)

Solution: You might make an initial guess that the probability is 2 out of 4;
that is, half the time. However, if we make a drawing of the possible out-
comes, we find that this is not correct (see Figure 9.1).
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Our drawing quickly reveals that there are 12 possible outcomes, ofwhich
10 are successful (that is, at least one ace drawn is black). The correct
answer is 10—12 or

5–6 rather than
1–2 initially guessed. Making a careful drawing

of the situation quickly reveals the correct answer.

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

As noted, much of the power in a drawing lies in how it organizes and
clarifies data. The old adage “A picture is worth a thousand words” does
not just refer to the economy of representation, but to the very fact that
there is seeable representation. That is, a picture, properly done, provides a
meaningful explanation of the structure of a problem. As a consequence,
some of your students initially may not find it easy to create such pictures.
In these cases, you might recall that students often benefit from acting out
a problem, and a tree diagram, as shown above in a sense, provides a
schematic “acting out” representation—not a work of art—of the problem
situation. It is, in a manner of speaking, a sort of shorthand, cluing
students to proceed one step at a time. Thus, in discussions with and
among students, you should illustrate how diagrams and pictures can be
used efficiently to record possible actions and outcomes. Such discussion
will support the necessary student experimentation and exploration that
precedes skill in using this strategy.

First Pick Second Pick

Ace of hearts*

Ace of spades

Ace of clubs*

Ace of diamonds*

Ace of spades*

Ace of hearts

Ace of clubs*

Ace of diamonds

Ace of spades*

Ace of diamonds

Ace of clubs*

Ace of hearts

Ace of spades*

Ace of clubs

Ace of diamonds*

Ace of hearts*

Figure 9.1

(where * refers to a success: at least one black ace)



PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 9.1 (Grades 3–5)

There are 4 rides at the school carnival: the Carousel, the Fish Ride, the Gliding
Swans, and the Giant Wheel.The Gliding Swans is on the far left.The Fish Ride is
between the GiantWheel and the Carousel.The GiantWheel is next to only one
other ride. In what order are the rides from left to right?

Solution: Make a horizontal drawing in the form of an “arrangement
line.” Use the clues given to place the rides along this line. Begin by plac-
ing the Gliding Swans on the far left of the line. Because the Giant Wheel
is next to only one other ride, it must be at the far right. The Fish Ride is
between the Carousel and the Giant Wheel. The order is:
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Gliding Swans Carousel Fish Ride Giant Wheel

Answer: From left to right, the rides are the Gliding Swans, Carousel, Fish
Ride, and Giant Wheel.



Problem 9.2 (Grades 5–7)

A snail is at the bottom of a 10-foot well. During the day, he crawls up 3 feet. But
at night he slides back 2 feet. In how many days will the snail get out of the well?

Solution:Make a drawing of the well (see Figure 9.2), and carefully mark
the position of the snail at the end of each night. At the end of each com-
plete day, the snail will have progressed 1 foot. So, by the end of the first
7 complete days, he will have moved up 7 feet. On the morning of the
eighth day, the snail will go 3 feet, and that will get him to the top of the
well. Therefore, he required 7½ days to get out of the well.
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1'

2'

3'

4'

5'

6'

7'

8'

9'

Day 1

Day 2

Day 7

Day 8

Figure 9.2

Answer: The snail will crawl out on the eighth day and will not fall back.



Answer: Karen was last in line and Neville was first.

Problem 9.3 (Grades 3–5)

One day, five students rushed to get into the line for lunch. John was ahead of Karen
and behind Leila. Leila was ahead of Sharon and behind Neville. Sharon was ahead
of John.Who was last in line?Who was first?

Solution:Make a diagram of the situation being described, so that you can
visualize the students’ arrangement. Put the students’ names into the
proper positions, according to the clues given in the problem. The problem
will then solve itself as you make the proper placements. Here you can see
that the diagram was the only useful strategy.
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FRONT OF LINE

Neville

Leila

Sharon

John

Karen



Problem 9.4 (Grades 3–4)

There are 3 cacti growing in Jesse’s yard. The Indian Fig cactus is 6 feet tall. The
Golden Barrel cactus is 3 feet shorter than the Indian Fig cactus. The Saguaro
cactus is 6 feet taller than the Golden Barrel cactus. How tall are the three cacti?

Solution: Although this problem can be solved with a bit of reasoning,
many students will find it more comfortable to visualize the situation being
described. We can make a drawing of the three cacti. We know the height
of the Indian Fig cactus (6 feet), so begin with that one (see Figure 9.3).
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6 feet

Indian Fig Cactus

Figure 9.3

TheGolden Barrel cactus is 3 feet shorter, so it is 3 feet tall (see Figure 9.4).

6 feet

Indian Fig Cactus

3 feet

Golden Barrel Cactus

Figure 9.4



Answer: The Indian Fig cactus is 6 feet tall. The Golden Barrel cactus is
3 feet tall, and the Saguaro cactus is 9 feet tall.
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The Saguaro is 6 feet taller than the Golden Barrel (see Figure 9.5).

9 feet

Saguaro Cactus

3 feet

Golden Barrel Cactus

Figure 9.5



Problem 9.5 (Grades 4–6)

Jenna’s mom sent her to the local market. In the frozen foods section, there are only
6 items. She noticed that the chicken and hamburgers were on opposite ends of the
same aisle.The waffles were across from the chicken and next to the cakes.The veg-
etables were on the same side as the chicken and on the opposite side from the
fish. On which side of the aisle were the chicken, the hamburgers, the waffles, the
vegetables, the fish, and the cakes?

Solution: Make a drawing using the clues given. We will do this piece by
piece as we were given the clues. The chicken and hamburgers are on
opposite ends of the same side of the aisle.
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Aisle Side A Chicken Hamburgers

Aisle Side B

The waffles are across from the chicken and next to the cakes.

Aisle Side A Chicken Hamburgers

Aisle Side B Waffles Cakes

The vegetables are on the same side as the chicken. There is only one
place for the vegetables, because the hamburgers and the chicken must be
at the ends.

Aisle Side A Chicken Vegetables Hamburgers

Aisle Side B Waffles Cakes

Answer: The chicken, vegetables, and hamburgers are on one side of the
aisle as shown. The waffles, cakes, and fish are on the other side.

This leaves only one spot for the fish:

Aisle Side A Chicken Vegetables Hamburgers

Aisle Side B Waffles Cakes Fish



Problem 9.6 (Grades 3–5)

During the summer vacation, 3 out of every 5 plants in our classroom died.We
started with 40 plants. How many plants died?

Solution: A possible solution is to make a drawing of the situation. The
bold slash marks represent the 3 out of 5 plants that died.
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11111 11111 11111 11111 11111

11111 11111 11111

There are 24 bold slashes out of 40.

Teaching Notes: For an older group of students, logical reasoning could
provide an effective solution. By asking howmany groups of 5 plants there
are in 40 plants (8 groups), they then know that each group had three
plants that died, or 8 × 3 = 24 plants died.

Answer: 24 plants died.



Problem 9.7 (Grades 5–7)

The display at the auto show consists of mountain bikes, vans, and cars.There are
18 vehicles altogether, and a total of 60 wheels. If there are four more cars than
vans, how many of each are on display?

Solution: Here are the 18 vehicles (see Figure 9.6).
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Figure 9.6

Each vehicle must have at least two wheels, so let’s add two wheels to
each vehicle (see Figure 9.7).

Figure 9.7



We’ve used up a total of 36 wheels; this leaves 60 – 36 = 24 more. They
go on in pairs (see Figure 9.8):
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Figure 9.8

The drawing now shows that there are 12 four-wheel vehicles and
6 two-wheeled. The two-wheeled vehicles are the mountain bikes. Because
there are 4 more cars than vans, there are 8 cars and 4 vans.

Answer: There are 6 mountain bikes, 8 cars, and 4 vans.



Problem 9.9 (Grades 4–6)

Louise wants to hang four equal sized square pictures on her wall. Her mom says
it’s O.K., but she has to use the absolute minimum number of tacks to hang them.
Louise insists that she must put one tack in each corner of each photo.What is the
smallest number of tacks Louise needs?

Solution: Once again, the initial reaction is to use 4 tacks for each picture,
or 16 tacks in all. However, let’s make a drawing and see what happens if
we overlap the edges of the pictures (see Figure 9.9).

Problem 9.8 (Grades 3–5)

David is building a fence around a square-shaped garden. He puts 4 fence posts on
each side. How many posts does he use?

Solution: The initial reaction of many students is to multiply 4 sides by
4 poles on each side, or 16 poles in all. However, once a drawing is made,
the solution is directly at hand.
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Figure 9.9

The drawing shows that she does not need 16 tacks.

Answer: Louise needs only 9 tacks to have one in each corner of each photo.

X X X X

X X

X X

X X X X

Answer: He will use 12 poles.
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Problem 9.10 (Grades 6–7)

Arlene and her brother Mark want to start a lemonade stand after school.Together,
they put in $100. Mark put in $20 more than Arlene. How much money did each of
them put in?

Solution: Let’s try the making a drawing strategy. Let M be the amount
Mark contributes and A the amount Arlene puts into the pot. Mark put in
more money than Arlene, so we shall make his rectangle bigger than hers
(see Figure 9.10).

M A

Figure 9.10

$20 A A

Figure 9.11

Now copy part A and place it so that its right end touches the right end
of the original length A (see Figure 9.11). Then the part that isn’t covered
is M – A, which we know, is $20.

From the picture, we can see that A + A + 20 = $100, so we then find
that the 2 As have to equal 80, which implies that each of the As is 40.

Answer: Arlene put in $40 and Mark put in $60.
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Problem 9.11 (Grades 3–4)

Ian left his house and rode his bike 8 miles due west.Then he rode 4 miles south.
Next, he rode 3 miles east, then 4 miles north. How far is he from his house?

Solution: Let’s make a drawing of the situation described in the problem
(see Figure 9.12).

5

8

Home
3

N

S

EW

3

4 4

Figure 9.12

Answer: The drawing shows that Ian is exactly 5 miles from his house.

Teaching Notes: This problem is an excellent vehicle for helping the
students learn about directions on a map or compass. The use of east, west,
south, and north provides practice in drawing directions as they appear on
a map.
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Problem 9.12 (Grades 3–6)

There are 23 students in the school orchestra. There are 25 students in the
band. It turns out that 7 of the students are in both. How many students are
there altogether?

Solution: Let’s make a drawing. We can draw a pair of overlapping circles.
This is known as Euler circles or a Venn diagram (see Figure 9.13).

Orchestra

16 187

Band

Figure 9.13

Begin by putting the 7 students who are in both clubs in the region
common to the two circles. This leaves 23 – 7 = 16 students in the orches-
tra only, and 25 – 7 or 18 students in the band only. The total number of
students will be 16 + 7 + 18 = 41.

Answer: There will be 41 students involved altogether.
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Problem 9.13 (Grades 3–4)

Two candles of equal height are lit at the same time. Both burn at a constant rate,
but one candle takes 6 hours to burn out completely and the other takes 3 hours.
After how much time will the slower burning candle be exactly twice as long as the
faster burning one?

Solution: Let’s make a drawing (see Figure 9.14). Candle #1 takes 6 hours,
and candle #2 takes 3 hours.

1 Hour

1 Hour

2 Hours

3 Hours

2 Hours

3 Hours

4 Hours

5 Hours

6 Hours
# 1 # 2

Figure 9.14

The drawing shows that candle #1 will be 2–6 burned, leaving
4–6 or

2–3 at the
end of 2 hours. During that same time, candle #1 will have burned 2–3 of its
length, leaving 1–3 of the candle.

Answer: The slower burning candle will be twice as long after 2 hours.

Teaching Notes: This is a good time to review the concept of equivalent
fractions. Thus, 2–3 of the larger candle is burned down, which is equivalent
to 4–6 of the slower burning candle. Similarly,

2–6 =
1–3.
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Problem 9.14 (Grades 3–4)

Ms. Perlman has an open field that she wants to mark into separate sections. She
leaves one-half of the field for her three horses. Of the rest, 2–3 is marked off for
the turkeys to roam freely.The remainder lies fallow for this season. How much
of the field lies fallow?

Solution: Students may decide to add 1–2 + 2–3 and get
7–6. Obviously, this is

incorrect, because 7–6 is greater than one whole field. Instead, let’s make a
drawing to see what is going on. First, we divide the field in half (see
Figure 9.15).

Horses

1
2

1
2

Figure 9.15

Now we mark 2–3 of the remainder for the turkeys (see Figure 9.16).
Notice that we are cutting only one-half of the field into three equal parts,
or 3–6. Two-thirds of this is for the turkeys.

Horses

Turkeys
1
2

Figure 9.16

This leaves 1–6 of the original field to lie fallow this year.

Answer: One-sixth of the original field lies fallow.

Teaching Notes: This problem provides you with the opportunity to make
the point that fractions must be fractional parts of something. That is, there
is no such thing as one-third. It must be one-third of something. In this
case, we wanted two-thirds of one half. This is an important point and
should be discussed with the class.
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10
Adopting a Different

Point of View

Sometimes, a problem can be solved in a more efficient and interesting
manner if we approach it from a different point of view. That is,

instead of considering the problem in the most direct and obvious manner,
a different approach may yield the answer quickly and more efficiently. It
also might reveal some interesting reasoning. This is not to say that
the original or more obvious solution is incorrect. It is perfectly valid.
However, sometimes, examining the problem from a different point of
view can offer some excellent mathematics and should be discussed.
Remember that most mathematical problems can be solved in a number of
valid ways. Some will clearly be more elegant than others, and that might
be a subject for discussion with the class. We should encourage students to
use their ingenuity and then compare solutions. Learning the most elegant
method might be a goal to keep in mind. There is much more to be gained
by solving one problem in several ways than by solving several problems
each in only one way.



APPLYING THE ADOPTING A
DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW STRATEGY

Consider the following problem

Correct to two decimal places, find the value of
3.1416 × 2.7831 + 3.1416 × 12.27 – 5.0531 × 3.1416.

Solution: The most common and obvious method for solving this problem
is to find the three separate products and then add or subtract as necessary.
Using a calculator, we obtain

3.1416 × 2.7831 = 8.743387
+ 3.1416 × 12.27 = 38.547432

= 47.290819

– 5.0531 × 3.1416 = 15.874818
= 31.416001
= 31.42 to the nearest hundredth.

Notice that to do all this, we needed to carefully arrange the work and
keep track of the partial products. In addition, if we were using a calcula-
tor to solve the problem, it is possible that we could easily enter an incor-
rect digit and not even be aware of it.
Let’s examine this problem from another point of view. There is a com-

mon factor in each term, namely, 3.1416. If we factor out this term, we obtain

3.1416 × (2.7831 + 12.27 – 5.0531) = 3.1416 × (10)
= 31.41600
= 31.42 to the nearest hundredth,
a much simpler procedure.

Note that this solution also involves a pattern; that is, recognizing that
there is a common factor in each term. This sort of pattern recognition is
worth highlighting.

CHAPTER TEACHING NOTES

These problems have the potential to be among the more engaging prob-
lems in this book. Your students are not so much being asked to find a
solution to a problem, but to find the most elegant—and remember, we all
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have different tastes—and efficient solution. For this reason, it is critical
that solutions be explained, illustrated, and discussed. Students are aware
that there are efficient ways of solving problems, and many have experi-
enced the glow of having found a solution to a complex problem; however,
they are often unaware that mathematics has an aesthetic dimension.
Your task in helping your students to develop such an aesthetic is

somewhat similar to the way in which you might help them develop an
appreciation of music or art. Students need some exposure to and discus-
sion of the elegant. They need some opportunities to explore elegance
together, and they need individual opportunities to build on such discus-
sions and exploration in their own structuring of solutions. Most impor-
tantly, they need to know that you and their peers value, appreciate, and
applaud their efforts.

PROBLEMS FOR STUDENTS

Problem 10.1 (Grades 5–7)

How many towers, each consisting of 4 blocks, can be made from blocks of 2 different
colors?

Solution: Rather than acting it out as we did in Chapter 5 (Problem 5.5),
let’s consider this problem from another point of view. Let the two colors
be red and green. Each color, red or green, can be either used or not used
in any position. Thus, for the first block, there are 2 possibilities, red or
green. For the second block, there are 2 possibilities, red or green. Similarly,
for each of the third and fourth blocks, there are two possibilities. Using
the fundamental counting principle of mathematics, there are, altogether,
2 × 2 × 2 × 2 or 16 possible ways of placing the blocks.

Answer: There are 16 possible ways of making a tower of 4 blocks with
two differently colored blocks.

Teaching Notes: This approach will give you an opportunity to discuss the
fundamental counting principle of mathematics within the context of a
problem-solving situation. The Fundamental Counting Principle states
that if Task A can be performed in any one of x ways, and if, after Task A
is performed, Task B can be performed in any one of yways, then the com-
bination tasks, A followed by B, can be performed in xy ways.
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Problem 10.2 (Grades 5–7)

There are 16 children entered in the ping-pong tournament atWagner Elementary
School.The tournament is a single elimination tournament.This means that if you
lose a game, you’re out of the tournament. If you win a game, you move on to the
next round. How many games must be played to have a winner?

Solution: If students were to use the simulation strategy, they might pro-
ceed as follows:

In round one, the 16 players engage in 8 games. There are 8 win-
ners to move on to the next round (8 games played). In the second
round, the 8 players meet in 4 games; there are 4 winners (4 more
games played). In round three, the 4 players meet in 2 games; there
are 2 winners (2 more games played). In the final round, the two
remaining players meet and a winner is found (1 more game
played). The total number of games played is 8 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 15.

Let’s look at this problem from a different point of view. In order for
there to be one winner, we must eliminate 15 other players. Because
one player is eliminated each time a game is played, we must eliminate
15 players to find the champion. This requires 15 games played. The problem
is easily solved following this line of reasoning.

Answer: There will be 15 games in the tournament.

Problem 10.3 (Grades 5–7)

Find the difference between the sum of all the even numbers less than 101 and the
sum of all the odd numbers less than 101.

Solution: Some students may attack the problem by adding all the odd
numbers less than 101, and adding all the even numbers less than 101, then
finding the difference between these sums.

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + . . . + 97 + 99 = 2500

2 + 4 + 6 + . . . + 98 + 100 = 2550

The difference is 50.

Let’s look at this from a different point of view. We can group the
numbers in pairs as follows:

(2 – 1) + (4 – 3) + (6 – 5) + . . . + (100 – 99) = 1 + 1 + 1 + . . . + 1 = 50

Answer: The difference is 50.
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Problem 10.4 (Grade 5–7)

There are 28 comic books in Elena’s collection. The comics are all either Super
Hero or Comedy Hero.There are 8 more Super Hero than Comedy Hero. How
many of each kind are there in Elena’s collection?

Solution: Some students might use the guess and test strategy together
with a table of values to help organize the data.

Comedy Hero Super Hero Total

5 13 18 (Too few)

6 14 20 (Still too few)

8 16 24 (Better)

10 18 28 (Yes!)

Let’s consider the problem from a different point of view. Remove the
8 extra Super Hero comic books. This leaves 20 in all, of which 10 are Super
Hero and 10 are Comedy Hero. Now put the 8 Super Hero comics back.
Now there are 10 + 8 or 18 Super Hero comic books.

Answer: There are 18 Super Hero comic books in her collection.
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Problem 10.5 (Grades 5–7)

Brunhilde threw three darts and hit the target (Figure 10.1) each time. None of the
darts landed on a line.Which of the following could be Brunhilde’s score?

11, 16, 17, 24, 33

9

7

5

Figure 10.1

Solution: Some students might create an organized list of all the possible
scores and examine them to see which scores are present. Let’s examine the
problem from another point of view. The numbers on the dartboard are all
odd; thus, any sum of three scores will be odd. This eliminates 16 and 24.
Next, we can look at the smallest possible score, namely 3 × 5 or 15. This
eliminates 11. Similarly, the largest possible score is 3 × 9 or 27. This elim-
inates 33. The only possible score for Brunhilde was 17.

Answer: Brunhilde’s score was 17.
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Problem 10.6 (Grade 4–6)

There are four finalists, Al, Barbara, Carol, and Dan, who are competing for two
prizes in a photo contest. In how many different ways can the first and second prizes
be awarded?

Solution: One way to solve this problem is to draw a tree diagram as
shown in Figure 10.2.
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Figure 10.2

This gives the answer, 12.
Let’s approach the problem from a different point of view. The first

prize can be awarded to any one of the 4 people. Once it has been awarded,
the next prize can be awarded to each of 3 people. Thus there are 4 × 3 or
12 ways to award the two prizes.
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Problem 10.7 (Grades 6–8)

In the song “The Twelve Days of Christmas,” a person receives a set of gifts each
day for 12 days. On the first day, she received one gift—a partridge in a pear tree.
On the second day, she receives two turtle doves and another partridge in a pear
tree—a total of three new gifts. On the third day, she receives a new gift (three
French hens) plus the gifts given on the second day, for a total of six new gifts.This
continues for 12 days. How many gifts does she receive on the 12th day?

Solution: Students may approach the problem by making a table showing
the number of gifts received each day.

First Day 1 = 1

Second Day 1 + 2 = 3

Third Day 1 + 2 + 3 = 6

Fourth Day 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10

Fifth Day 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 15

They can continue in this manner until they reach Day 12.
Let’s consider this from another point of view. The numbers 1, 3, 6, 10,

15 . . . are a special group of numbers known as the triangular numbers. If
your students recognize them, the sequence is easy to continue. If not,
arrange these numbers horizontally:

1, 3, 6, 10, 15 . . .

Now take the difference between successive terms:

1 3 6 10 15

2 3 4 5 6

We can now continue using these differences to arrive at the 12th number
in the sequence, 78.

Answer: The person receives 78 gifts on the 12th day.
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And so on. The bold numbers are the number of gifts each day.

1

First 1 1

Second 1 2 1

Third 1 3 3 1

Fourth 1 4 6 4 1

Fifth 1 5 10 10 5 1

Sixth 1 6 15 20 15 6 1

Teaching Notes: Another interesting approach is to examine the numbers
in the Pascal Triangle (which may not be familiar to your students):
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Problem 10.8 (Grades 4–6)

When one rectangle is drawn, there is only one rectangle.When two rectangles
are drawn end to end as shown below, there are a total of three rectangles.When
three rectangles are drawn end to end, there are a total of six rectangles (see
Figure 10.3). How many total rectangles are there when six rectangles are drawn
end to end?

Figure 10.3

Solution: Some students might draw the rectangles consisting of four, five,
and six small rectangles placed end to end, and then count the number of
rectangles of different sizes (see Figure 10.4). For example,

Figure 10.4

Let’s look at this from another point of view. The numbers 1, 3, 6 might
be familiar. Once again, they are the beginning of the sequence known as
the triangular numbers.1 Having recognized this pattern, the next one
should be 10. Let’s look more closely at Figure 10.4 to see if this pattern
holds true.

1. Triangular numbers are those that represent the number of dots that can be arranged in the shape
of an equilateral triangle. They are 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, . . .

Single Small Two Three Four
Rectangles Rectangles Rectangles Rectangles

4 3 2 1 = 10
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The sequence holds true—it is 10. We can find the number of rectan-
gles when six are placed end to end by continuing the sequence:

1

1 + 2 = 3

1 + 2 + 3 = 6

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 15

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 21

Answer: There are 21 rectangles of different sizes when the six rectangles
are placed end to end.

Problem 10.9 (Grades 6–7)

Find the sum of the first 20 even numbers.

Solution: Some students might write the first 20 numbers out and add
them. Let’s try a solution from another point of view as we did in the pre-
vious problem. You will notice that with the partial sums, there is still
another pattern that can be discovered by your students.

2 = 2 = 1 • 2

2 + 4 = 6 = 2 • 3

2 + 4 + 6 = 12 = 3 • 4

2 + 4 + 6 + 8 = 20 = 4 • 5

2 + 4 + 6 + 8 + . . . + 2n = n(n + 1)

Thus, for the first 20 even numbers, the sum is 20 • 21 = 420.

Answer: The sum of the first 20 even numbers is 420.
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Problem 10.10 (Grades 6–7)

Find the sum of the first 20 odd numbers.

Solution: Some students might write out the first 20 odd numbers and add
them:

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + . . . + 39 = 400

Let’s approach this from a different point of view. Suppose we add the
first two numbers and then the first three numbers and then the first four
numbers and see if a pattern emerges.

We would then expect that for n such numbers, the sum would be

1 + 3 + 5 + . . . + (2n – 1) = n2

Therefore, for the first 20 odd numbers, the sum is 202.

Answer: The sum of the first 20 odd numbers is 400.

1 = 1 = 12

1 + 3 = 4 = 22

1 + 3 + 5 = 9 = 32
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Problem 10.11 (Grades 5–7)

ABCD is a square with area 64 square centimeters. M and N are midpoints of their
respective sides (see Figure 10.5).What is the area of the shaded portion of the picture?

Solution: Your students may try to find the area of the shaded portion
directly. They would identify each side of the square as 8, but the irregular
shape of quadrilateral DMNC makes finding its area difficult.
However, let’s look at the problem from a different point of view and

focus on the unshaded part of the figure. We can make the solution simpler
and, at the same time, provide students with a nice model for this strategy.
Let’s draw the lines connecting themidpoints of the square (see Figure 10.6).

C

B

D

M

A
N

Figure 10.5

C

B

D

M

A
N

Figure 10.6

You can see that triangle AMN is 1–8 (i.e., half of a quarter) of the original
figure. Furthermore, triangle BCN is 1–4 (i.e., half of a half) of the original
figure. Therefore, the unshaded portion is 1–4 + 1–8 = 3–8 of the original figure, or3–8 of 64 = 24 square centimeters. If we now subtract from the original area
(60), we obtain our answer.

Answer: The shaded portion has an area of 40 square centimeters.
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Problem 10.12 (Grades 5–7)

A square EFGH is formed by connecting points on the sides of square ABCD as
shown in Figure 10.7. AF = BG = CH = DE = 4" and FB = CG = DH = EA = 3".
What is the area of the shaded portion of the figure?

A
F4 3

H3 4

E

D

4

3

B

G

C

3

4

Figure 10.7

Solution: Some students may attempt to find the area of the smaller square
and subtract it from the area of the larger square. However, this requires a
knowledge of the Pythagorean theorem to find a side of the inner square:

a2 + b2 = c2

32 + 42 = 9 + 16 = 25

c2 = 25

c = 5

Nowwe can compute the two areas. The area of the larger square,ABCD =
7 × 7 or 49. The area of the inner square EFGH = 5 × 5 = 25. Then subtracting
the two areas: 49 – 25 = 24 square inches and the problem is solved.
Let’s consider the problem from a different point of view. The shaded

area is composed of four congruent right triangles each with legs 3 and 4.
Thus, the area of one triangle is given by the formula A = (1/2)(leg)(leg) =
(1/2) 3 × 4 = 6. There are four triangles, so 4 × 6 = 24 square inches and the
problem is solved quickly.

Answer: The area of the shaded region is 24 square inches.

Teaching Notes: Either solution is correct. Encourage your students to
discover both.
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Notice that the can is exactly 3 diameters tall, or 3d. Yet the distance
around is equivalent to the circumference of a great circle through the cen-
ter of a tennis ball, or πd. Because π = 3.14, the distance around is 3.14, or
.14 greater than the height of the can.

Answer: The distance around the can is greater than its height.

d

d 3d

d

Figure 10.8

Problem 10.13 (Grades 6–7)

Tennis balls are tightly packed with 3 in a can just touching all the sides, the top, and
the bottom. Is the can’s height greater than its circumference? Or is the reverse true?

Solution: Students could actually take a can of tennis balls and measure
the height and distance around by using a tape measure. Let’s consider the
problem from a different point of view. With a drawing of the situation, we
can make some observations (see Figure 10.8).
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Problem 10.14 (Grades 4–6)

In the pet shop, there is a 1,000-gallon tank that has a leak.The tank loses two gal-
lons each day.At the end of every fourth day, an automatic timer releases five gal-
lons of water to flow into the tank.The tank was full at the start. How many gallons
will be in the tank at the end of the 20th day?

Solution: Some students may make a table to show what is taking place.

End of Day # Out In Amount in Tank

— — — 1,000

1 2 0 998

2 2 0 996

3 2 0 994

4 2 5 997

5 2 0 995

6 2 0 993

7 2 0 991

8 2 5 994
•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

20 2 5 985

At the end of the 20th day, there will be 985 gallons in the tank.
There is an approach that yields the answer in an efficient and elegant

manner. Consider the days in blocks of 4. Every 4 days, there is a net loss
of 3 gallons (2 + 2 + 2 + 2 – 5 = 3). Because we are interested in the 20th day,
or 5 blocks of 4, we will lose 5 × 3 or 15 gallons.

Answer: There will be 985 gallons in the tank.
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Divisible by 3 Divisible by 4 Divisible by 5
with R1 with R1 with R1

42 + 1 = 43 40 + 1 = 41 40 + 1 = 41

45 + 1 = 46 44 + 1 = 45 45 + 1 = 46

49 49 51

52 53 56

55 57 61

58 61 66

61 65

64 69

67

Problem 10.15 (Grades 5–7)

Marvin was counting the number of comic books in his collection. He knew he had
more than 40 but fewer than 70. He put them into piles of 3 and had 1 left over. He
rearranged them into piles of 4 and again had 1 left over. Finally, he rearranged them
into piles of 5 and still had 1 left over. How many comic books did he have?

Solution: Some students may begin by guessing at multiples of 3, 4, and 5,
and then testing their guesses. Others may try modeling the problem.
However, there are other, more elegant ways of looking at this problem.
For example, we can make a table showing all the numbers between 40
and 70 that fit the given conditions. Begin with more than 40 and end with
fewer than 70. Be sure to count in the remainders each time.

Even more elegant is to note that when we divide by 3, 4, or 5, we have
a remainder of 1, and we can combine this division into one by the prod-
uct of these three divisors, namely 60. So when we divide by 60 and get a
remainder of 1, that dividend must be 61.

Answer: He had 61 comic books in his collection.
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Problem 10.16 (Grades 6–7)

Given circle O with diameter AOB = 20”, find the shaded area in terms of π�(see
Figure 10.9).

A
O

X

Z
Y

B

Figure 10.9

Solution: Students may attempt to find the area of the oddly shaped top
part of the drawing (Y) and then add the smaller shaded semicircle (X).
Let’s consider this from another point of view. Because the center of the
large semicircle is O, the two small semicircles have equal areas, each
with diameter 10”. Therefore, all we really need to find is the area of the
semicircle (Y + Z). This is found with the formula Area = ½ •�π • r2 =
½ • π� • 100 = 50π�.

Answer: The shaded area (X + Y) = 50π�.

Teaching Notes: Most of the time, unusually shaped areas are found by
either adding or subtracting one or more parts. In this case, however, point
out that we are merely substituting one of two congruent semicircles (X)
for the other (Z).
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